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FOREWORD

Article 6 of Council Regulation (EEC) No 858/72 of 24 April 1972 on
certain administrative and financial procedures for the operation of the
Ehropean Social Fund stipulates that:
"Every year the Commission shall, before 1 July, submit to the Council
and to the Eh.ropean Parliament a report on the activities of the Fund
daring the past financial year and on the development foreseeable in
the coming three years in expenditure relating to measures taken
pursuant to Articles 4 and 5 of the Council Decision of 1 February 1971 n.
In 1973, 1974 and 1975 the Commission submitted an explanatory report.
For these first three financial years, it was thought desirable to promote
a satisfactory understanding of the activities of the Fund by recalling
the legal basis and administrative procedures. In addition, the reports
provided a critique of the Fund's influence on Community employment policy.
Tb make the reading of this report easier, since the Commission considers
that the legal basis and administrative procedures are now sufficiently
well known, it has refrained from repeating them this year.
Furthermore, the review of the Counci 1' s Decision of 1 February 1971 on
the reform of the Ehropean Social Fund, provided for in Article 11 of
that Decision, which must take place before 1 May 1977, will provide
the Commission with the opportunity to make known its opinion on problems
arising in the course of the Fund's progress and the solutions it
recommends.
Consequently, in accordance with Article 6 of the Regulation of
24 April 1972, this fourth report deals exclusively with the activities
of the Fund in 1975 and foreseeable developments in 1976, 1977 and 1978
in expenditure for operations under Articles 4 and 5 of the Council
Decision of 1 February 1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund.

*

*

*
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Chapter A : OPERATIONS
1. ARTICLE 4

In April 1975, the Commission proposed to the Council that it take a
decision to use the Social Fund to promote structural adjustments.
This proposal was based on the fact that the deterioration of the
employment situation in the Community demonstrated the need to undertake specific joint action to improve the balance of supply and demand
on the labour market.
Under it, assistance from the Fund would be granted to operations
forming part of restructuring or development programmes aimed at
ensuring productive employment or re-employment of the workers
concerned. The ·council did not adopt this proposal. It did however agree
to arrive at a conclusion before 30 November on a proposal by the
Commission \'Thich would aim to promote the geographical and professional mobility of persons working in, or having \-larked in these
sectors particularly affected by the employment imbalance linked
to the recession, taking account of the regions most affected by
this imbalance. This new proposal was likewise rejected by the
Council.
On the other hand within the framework of a decision concerning
intervention of the Fund for persons affected by the difficult employment situation the Council took on 22 July 1975 the decision to
extend the Fund's assistance to specific operationsdesigned to
facilitate the employment ~~eographical and occupational mobility
of young people under twenty years of age who are unemplqyed or
seeking their first employment.

These oper~tions must contripute to the implementation of programmes
compatibl~i~e economic and social objectives of the Community. The
programmes must clearly indicate the economic significance of the
operations being planned and state the objectives and methods for
attaining them. The aids eligible for assistance from the Fund under
the terms of this decision are those listed in the Council regulation
of 8 November 1971 (2).
This decision applies to operations the draft of which had been approved by the Commission
before the expiry of a period of two years from
0
its entry into force , without prejudice to the review which, under
Article ll of the Council decision of 1 February 1971 on the reform
of the European Social Fund~ must take place before l !dey- 1971. ( 3)
0

on August 4, 1975

.;.

(l) Council Decision 75/459/EEC of 22 July 1975 - OJ L 199 of 30 July 1975,
page 26
(2) Council Regulation (EEC) 2397/71 of 8 November 1971 - OJ L 249 of
10 November 1971, page 58
(3) Council Decision 71/66/EEC of l Febru.ary 1971 - OJ L 2 of 4 February 1971~
page 15.
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- ~e!S£n~ ~c~uEi~d_i~ !h~ !e~~l~ ~~ ~l~t~i~g_i~d~s!r~e~
On 19 December 1972 the Council adopted a decision on intervention by the
European Social Fund in favour of persons occupied in the textile indust~ (1). This decision applies to operations the drafts of which had
been approved by the Commission before the expi~ of a period of three
years after its ent~ into force; i.e. up l Janua~ 1976.
The Council considered that the emplqyment situation in the Community
textile indust~ was still being affected by quantitative and qualitative
imbalances and required the extension of the specific joint action to
improve the balance of manpower supply and demand in this sector.
It also considered that the employment difficulties encountered in the
textile sector have progressively affected the clothing sector.
Consequently, on 9 Februa~ 1976 the Council, on a proposal from the
Commission, took a new decision on intervention by the Social Fund in
favour of persons occupied in the textile and clothing industries (2).
Operations aimed at facilitating the emplqyment and geographical and
occupational mobility of persons occupied in the textile indust~, (including the processing of chemical fibres) and in the clothing indust~,
Whose activities are directly affected - or are in danger of being
affect.:ed - by quantitat·i've or qualitative measures for structural adaptation, and who are to pursue activities as employed persons either within
those sectors or outside them, because eligible for assistance from the
Fund.
Operations for the benefit of self-emplqyed persons in charge of textile
or clothing undertakings, in particular small craft undertakings, who
are to pursue activities as self-employed persons, are also eligible for
assistance from the Fund.
Aids eligible for assistance from the Fund are those appearing in the
list laid down by the Council regulation of 8 November 1971.
This decision applies to operations the draft of which received the
approval of the Commission during a period beginning 2 January 1976 and
ending eighteen months after its ent~ into force.
b) - !!e!:! gu~d~l~n~s _
- General
o-n 23 July 1975, the Commission adopted guidelines additional to those
it had approved on 28 November 1973.

.;.
(l) Council Decision 72/429/EEC of 19 December 1972 - OJ L 291 of 28 December
1972, page 160
(2) Council Decision 72/206/EEC of 9 Februa~ 1976 - OJ L 39 of 14 Februar
1976, page 39.
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It was of the opinion that while applications for assistance had been
selected according to eligibility criteria until 1974, it was to be
feared that in 1975 financial constraints would be the determining factor.
In the search for a selective classification for the applications, the
Commission, pursuant to-article 4, to adopt the following criteria
clear priority would be awarded to:
• clearly well defined operations, taken in their entirety, i.e. from
their start to their finish,, without regard to the limits of the
budgetar.y year and of overall programmes comprising such operations.
Overallprogrammes which only present total estimated expenditure to be
incurred in the implementation of a national programme in favour of
persons covered by the scope of Article 4 will not be classified as
first priority •
• clear preference is accorded to operations complementary to prograzmnes
already decided on without the assistance of the Fund.
Initiatives with some degree of innovation or having a promotional or
11
catalytic" effect will be supported •
• at financial level a judicious distribution between the various fields
of intervention under Article 4 would be effected.
This distribution, regularly adjusted and revised, serves as a guideline.
It can be used to support the existing Commission guidelines for the
management of the Fund and can aid the preparation of the draft budget
which the Commission proposes to the Council each year.
- g~e~t!t~o~s_f~r-~e!a!i~n~ !e!a!i~g_t~ ~x=~~c~!u!~ ~o!k~~
The Commission wished to avoid the risks too o:'te 7;1 involved in isolated
retraining operations, which lead to unstable employment in unskilled
jobs or re-employment in already overpopulated zones.
Priority will therefore be given to training operations with the following
features:
• they must relate to the creation of jobs in declining or underdeveloped
r-ural zones;
• preference will be given to integrated programmes providing local reemployment in non-agricUltural activities aimed at economic and social
development for farmers in less-favoured zones within the meaning of the
eouncil Directive of 28 April 1975 on mountain and hill farming and
farming in certain less-favoured areas (l).on condition, however, that
these programmes ensure an adequate level of training and the prospect
of stable employment,
• operations designed to enable certain less-favoured categories to obtain
satisfactory re-employment (under integrated programmes). The period
during which assistance is granted by the Fund will commence not more
than two years from the date on which agricultural activities cease;

(1) Council Directive 75/268/EEC of 28 April 1975, IJ. L 128 of 19 May 1975,
page 1.

• The right to aid is assured to
certain family workers in agriculture;
e.g& yolUlg people who have been
unemployed or underemployed since leaving school and the wives of farm
workers seeking non-agricultural occupations, whether their husbands are
engaged in agricultural activities or not.
Resettlement operations without training come second in the list of
priori ties.
A prelimina~ choice of operations involving ex-agricultural workers was
made in 1975. The application of the Commission guidelines resulted in
training actions being awarded first priority, whilst resettlement operations were classified as second priority.

The Fund will give priority to operations meeting the following criteria:
• reconversion and restructuring operations within the textile indust~
favouring the development of those branches in which Community production
lrill be most likely to be able to cope \"lith external competition, whilst
ensuring optimum utilization of skilled labour •
• coordinated clearing operations vrithin the framework of an action carried
out jointly by textile undertakings laying off workers and undertakings
in other branches in a position to use this labour.
For these operations, clear priority is granted to actions corresponding most
closely to regional policy requirements.

Without prejudice to the results of a more detailed study based on wider
experience, the Commission throught'it possible to outline some prelimina~
selection criteria:
• As regards migrant workers from Member State, a clear priority is accorded to operations which are carried out in the context of integrated
programmes. Integrated programmes carried out jointly by the country
of origin and most country will-be particularly encouraged •
• among the adaptation measures in favour of workers liDO have left their
count~ of origin for employment in a CommlUli ty count~, designed to
facilitate their integration into the vocational and social environment,
priority \"lill be granted to operations closely related to the employment
·f!i t-g8.t ion.
·
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The aids approved for such operations relate only to the benefits provided.
General administrative expenditure incurred by central authorities cannot
therefore be considered •
• Preference will be given to operations relating to the preparation and
reception of migrants, and to the reception of Corrununity migrants retu~
ning to their country of origin, these being the most difficult Phases
of migration.
On the basis of these guidelines assistance from the Fund has been granted

in

1975 to five types of operation:

• integrated programmes in favour of migrant workers from Member States;
• social and vocational integration and adaptation programmes closely
related to the employment situation.
This typo of operation vTas particularly encouraged where it involved
programmes in favour of young people under 25 years of age or operations
for the initial reception of migrants •
• Training of teachers and social '"orkers;
• language courses for adult migrants;
• special classes for the children of migrants in addition to normal
schooling~ during the period of obligatory attendance.

The Council Decision of 22 July 1975 on action by the Fund for persons
affected by employment difficulties came into force on August 4.
The application for assistance for programmes concerning young people were
presented to the Fund Committee at its last meeting on 28 November. The
total amount requested did not exceed the total funds available, given the
carry-over from 1974 of unused appropriations amounting to 51 mua, reserved
especialy for the vocational training of young people. The Commission, having
considered the admissibility of the applications submitted~ approved those
parts of the programmes which were carried out in 1975. Given that the
application of Article 4 does not exclude the application of Article 5,
certain applications which were submitted under Article 5 were approved under
Article 5 so as to avoid a situation in which the decisions on young people
applications would exceed the budget actually available under Article 4.

5-

c. Principal charapteristics of the applications for assistance
Operations relating to ex-agricultural workers
The volume of applications working of attention and complying fully with
the requirements of the Council Decision of 19 December 1972 was apprecia1U~
higher than in 1974.
This was particularly true for France and Italy. In both these countries
the applications related to reconversion programmes designed to re-employ
farmers locally and integrated into overall programmes for the economic
development of particularly backward agricultural zones, such as mountain
areas or areas where farmers represent a high percentage of the working
population.
In the other countries of the Community, applications relating to farmers
were in the fonn of overall applio.ations, which, in several cases, covered
almost all the national programmes in this sphere.

In certain cases, the reconversion for fannworkers included in these overall
applications corresponded to specific actions for the re-emplqyment of farmers in their areas of origin, organized on the basis of local labour market
requirements. However, due to the fact that these actions 1-1ere lumped togethen
in a single application, the "catalytic" role of the Fund was not alweys
obvious.
- Operations relating to textile workerE
Request for aid covered three categories of operations. Some were of
a global nature. They covered action taken pursuant to a national law
aimed at the restructuring of sectors.
Others, although global, were more individual and specific as regards
their geographic context. They were given top prior'ity. The remainder
were directly connected to projects to facilitate adjustment to technical
progress.
Examination of requests for the most part consisted in assessing the
extent to which Community guidelines could be applied.

- 6 bis -

- Operations for

l!lisrapt workers
.

-

Applications in respect of integrated programmes or part programmes were more
numerous in 1975 than in 1974. All were from Italy,. with the exception of
one small application from Ireland. The deterioration of the employment
situation for Italian labour in the host countries has aggravated the problems posed by the return and reintegration of these migrants into the
economy and social life of their area of origin. The programmes also included
special schooling for the children of these migrants.
However, there t'lere still quite a number of applications dealing, as part of
integrated programmes, with preparation for migration - especially vocational
training - and some concerning the follow-up to these measures in the host
countries, including schooling for the children of Community migrants in
their native language.
Applications relating to the operations defined in Article 2 of the Council
Decision of 27 June 1974 (1) dealt tdth:

.;.
(1) Council-Decision 74/327/EEC of 27 June 1974, OJ L 185 of 9 July 1974,
page 20.
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• programmes for integration into the social and \•10rking environment
desi~1ed to facilitate the employment of young people and adults;
• specially adapted

for the children of migro..nt ;Jorkers.

',·!here these latter programmes are concerned, the largest application for
assistance was from the U.K. Ministr-.1 of Labour (10.5 m.u.o.. ). France,
the Netherlands and Germany submitted applications for assistance to
favour the integration of the children of migrant v.rorkers into their
educational system~.
- Operations relating to young people.
Applications for aid relating to young people were relatively few. Fourteen
applications for operations to be carried out wholly or partly in 1975 were
submitted to the Commission. This is due particularly to the fact that
operations directed towards young people are generally undertaken at a
national level and form part of a global programme. M:oreover the Council
Decision did not enter into force until 4 August 1975. Applicants for
aid had therefore just a few months to introduce their requests.
As with each neiv opening of Ftm.d intervention fields, a certain time goes
by before the potential beneficiaries are informed of such an opening and
the exact nature of a new possibility of Social Fund aid.
The applications submitted came from all Community countries with the
exception of Luxembourg. The majority - 12 out of 14 - related to programmes worked out by the public authorities (Ministries for Education or
Labour). One application came from a public body, another from a private
organization.
These were mainly overall applications for vocational training actions
specific to young people.
2. ARTICLE
a -

5

New guidelines
Economic development called for a review of existing priorities.
Operations relating to regions
-.--

--

• Demarcation of priority areas
Until 18 r,Iarch 1975, the list of regions and priority areas presented by the
Commission to the Council on 10 October 1973 in connection with work on
the establishment of the European Social Fund was taken as a reference in
establishing priorities.

8-

Since the adoption, on 18 Narch 1975, of the Council regulation establishing a European Regional Development Fund (l), the aid zones established by Member States in applying their systems of regional aid, and
in vmich national aids are granted, serve as a reference.
For these areas the Commission considers it desirable:
to request the Member States to apply more stringent selection criteria
to application, to enable the Fund to concentrate on the activities
corresponding to the vital needs of these regions and areas, particularly training requirements,
to maintain some degree ofp~allelismhetween the areas of intervention
of the Social Fund and the Regional Fund., though making distinctions
within these zones where necessa~;
to give priority to the training of unemployed persons.
In the reference areas, slow development or the decline of major activities have resulted; in an imbalance in employment. The seriousness and
duration of this i1nbalance varies, however; for examing applications,
therefore an order of priorities within these area was established.
First priority was given to areas to which one of the following three
indicators applied:
an unemployment rate over 5

%during

the last four years,

a per capita grossdomestic product lower than 80% of the national
average during the last year for which statistical data are available~·
see active population employment figure of under 60

%.

In areas where these indicators do not reach such levels, but are close
to them, two other criteria have been taken into consideration in
choosing between priorities of first and second order: the negative
balance of migration and the percentage of the working population in
agriculture.

(l) Council Regulation (EEC)
page 1.

724/75 of l March 1975 - OJ L 73 of 2 March 1975,
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Assistance from the Fund is designed to encourage training operations
which are directed at available job openings or based on specific forecasts.
Hhere the 11 job-linked" aspect of applications cannot be satisfactorily
proven, the Commission generally does not classify them as first priority,
even for regions with a high rate of unemployment.
Howeven, since the economic situation has cast doubt on the prospects .. for
success of training courses undertaken, certain applications presented in
1975 by priority regions for programmes which were only vaguely joboriented were - exceptionally- classified as first priority.
- Promotional nature of assistance from the Fund
Another guideline follO\ied in establishing priority criteria consists in
evaluating the importance of the Fund's assistance in effectively carrying
out the operations for which the application is made. There are fundamental
difficulties in making this assessment; for this reason the Commission, in
principle, only applies this criteria when, due to lack of resonr~esat the
end of the financial year, a choice has to be made among second-priority
applications.
Assistance may be granted to bodies who actually carry out training operation:
and the undertald.ngs which contribute directly to the economic and social
development of priority regions.
Public bodies, bodies governed by public law and joint social institutions
entrusted vnth operations in the public interest whose responsibility
covers the whole of a national territory are only taken into consideration
as regards a priority linked to the promotional character of the Fund in
those cases where they assume direct responsibility in the less developed
regions.

For operations relating to regions, the Commission considers that there is
a threat of unemployment when the undertakings in question are in a
specific crisis situation.

- 10

However~ ~-.here

small
Commission considers
taking the view that
concerned belongs to

-

and medium-sized undertakings are involved, the
it desirable to adopt a more"global" approach by
there is a risk of unemployment of the undertaking cone
a crisis sector.

With regard to priority, operations involving the training workers, including those who receive training after being hired~ as well as that of
workers recognized as under-employed receive first priority.
On the other hand, second priority is given to operations limited either
to the resettlement of workers~ or to supplementary in-service training
given to newly hired workers in regions \vhere development is slow.

.

. .

The Commission prefers not to fix uniform criteria to assess high levels
of training~ but to determine them gradually in the light of the problems
raised by individual cases. However, the Fund cannot under this heading rom~
finance advanced training or continuous training programmes. The existence
of a qualitative vocational "leap" must be proven, justifying the duration
of the programmes implemented.
Operations relating to adaptation to technical progress
-

-

-

-.

These operations are selected on the basis of three criteria'
- The concept of technical progress is considered in the light of the
regional context and the characteristics of the undertakings.
-

must principally be reflected not in production and the
utilization of machines, but in the organization of the undertaking and
the qualifications of its personnel.

Progre~s

This progress must benefit the economic sector in question and must not
give rise to problems of competition "lvithin that sector.
Operations relating to groups of undertakings
The question here is one of assessing the nature of the problems facing the
undertakings, which might justify assistance from the Fund, rather than of inte:r
prating legislation.

-11-

Such operations are only admissible i f their aim is to alleviate difficulties liable to disturb the labour market in the micro-region where the
undertakings are located.
In the present economic situation, this approach could rapidly become
inadequate and could result in a large number of isolated individual
operations Hi thou~ .:-eal significance as regards the objectives of the
Fund in this field.
It vtould therefore be desirable to:
give priority to solving those difficulties which see~ to be particularly serious for small and medium-sized undertakings, Hhether in priority
regions or not;
apply stringently the criterion of distu~banoeof the labour market in
the area in question, ,..ilthout, houever, rejecting uell-timed operations
to the extent that the content ma.l.ces Fund intervention indispensable.
b - Principal characteristics of the applications for assistance
Due to the economic crisis a considerable number of operations due to
start in 1975 had to be postponed~ particularly in Italy. This resulted
in fe11er activities requiring financing, thus enabling a less stringent
selection of applications than hitherto.
While continuing its assistance to training agencies working through a
whole country, the Social Fund tended to a greater extend to promote ne,·r
projects
taken at regional or local level.
Included in this trend were:
operations linked to Italian and Irish regional programmes - all the
priority regions of both countries submitted applieations;
certain French programmes, particularly those submitted by the Chambers
of Commerce;
certain programmes pl:=t.nned by undertakings in Ireland
lfni ted. Ki~gd.~m, ~ (and Northern Ireland).

i

italy

and

the

. ::. 12-

Altogether, operations relating to the regions represented almost 85 %
of the funds granted on the basis of Article 5. Ho\';ever, projected
operations under "technical progress" and "groups of ~undertakings" should
in the medium tenn·ensure that th-is type of operation gains increasing·
importance.
In this respect special mention should be made of "technical
progress" operations linked to the nuclear projects financed in France and
Italy.

3. HANDICAPPED PERSONS
a - New guidelines

Article 1(2) of the Council Decision of 27 June 1974 on action by the
European Social Fund for ahndicapped persons (l) stipulates that the
following may be taken into consideration:
- short-term demonstration projects aimed at improving the quality of
vocational rehabilitation facilities to the extent that they conform
with Chapter II point 2 of the initial Community action programme
for the vocational rehabilitation of handicapped persons (2):
the organization of training and advanced training courses for:
• persons employed in the medical rehabilitation, vocational guidance,
training, vocational training or rehabilitation and re-employment of
handicapped persons,
• those responsible for the training of instructors.
To be eligible for assistance from the Fund, short-tenn demonstration
projects must:
- be clearly defined from the point of view of scope, length and objectives;
ans must apply new methods pursuant to Chapter II point 2 of the initial
Community action programme for the vocational rehabilitation of handicapped persons;
form part of an overall and continuous process of medical and vocational
rehabilitation suited to the requirements of handicapped persons, providing them with the optimum conditions for bringing about their vocational
and social integration or re-integration, as laid dmm in Article l
of the Council Decision of 27 June 1974.

(l) Council Decision 74/328/EEC of 27 June 1974 - OJ L 185 of 9 July 1974.
(2) Council ~esolution of 27 June 1974 - OJ C 80 of 9 July 1974, p. 22.
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In 1975, applications or parts thereof which complied in full with the
conditions fixed by the Council were awarded first priority.

Second priority was granted to training courses of trainers of very short
duration considered as a permanent training or as recycling operations,as
well as long-term vocational training courses (more than one year).
For budgetary reasons, assistance from the Fund had to be limited to one or
two operations where several applications were submitted for similar operations in the same country.

For the sake of consistency, first-priority actions in favour of handicapped
persons under Article~ must be integrated, like those under Article 4, into
a global a:dcontinuou!l7ofle'~habilitation from the time of 'discovery of the
handicap to vocational integration.· Furthermore, this action must be carried
out in specialized centres or institutes organized for the vocational training of handicapped persons with a view to their vocational re-integration in
open employment.
These selection criteria were respected in 1975. However, in applying these
guidelines, account had to be taken of the problems whidlcertain Community
countries or regions faced in respect of the re~eption capacity and structure of centres, the definition of a "serious handicap"~ or the labour
market situation.
First priority was granted, for Ireland, italy and Norlh!!!r:t~ Ireland .to all
rehabilitation actions which complied with the criteria defined by the
Commission, including in the case of serious handicaps, those provided in
the training sections of sheltered workshops. For the other countries
of the Community, this category of priority, was awarded to rehabilitation
actions which complied with the Commissions criteria for seriously handicapped persons.
Second priority was granted to other vocational rehabilitation operations,
including placement in sheltered workshops in Ireland, Italy and Northern
lre~and to operations complying \·lith the criteria laid dolm by the
Commission in the other countries.

- 14.-

Third priority was accorded to other vocational rehabilitation operations,
including placement in sh~ltered workshops, in countries other then
Ireland, lll!ral7 !illld No-rthern Ireland.
b - Principal characteristics of the applications
Number of applications largely depends on the structure of the establishments taking part in financing the rehabilitation of handicapped persons.
In countries vmere rehabilitation is mainly financed from the central
government budget, a comprehensive application is usually submitted. This
is the case in Danmark and the Netherlands. In countries with more diverse
sources of financing, a greater number of applications are submitted, as
in the Federal Republic of Germany~ France and Italy. In the other countries, where rehabilitation is financed by a variety of organizations, the
government submits a large number of separate applications. The United
Kingdom is a special case; although there is a centralized financial structure, the intention is that the autonomy of the various rehabilitation
bodies should be protected through the submission of separate applications.
The type of operations proposed also depends on the national situation as
regards legislation, the available of funds, and the type of institution
responsible for the rehabilitation of handicapped persons.
Under Article 4, Denmark and the Netherlands did not submit any applications
while Germany proposed large-scale operations.
France and Italy submitted applications under Article 4 and Article 5 in
relatively similar propositions.
The great majority of operations under Article
United Kingdom.

5 were proposed by the

4• STUDIES MID PILOT PROJECTS
Througn its choice of studies
Commission sought to meet the
mentation of Articles 4 and 5
on the reform of the European

and pilot projects decided on in 1975, the
specific requirements deriving from the impleand the Council Decision of l Februa~ 1971
Social Fund.

Some studies \vere of a general nature:
a list of vocational training aids. The aim is to make available · to promoters of operations and the operat.ional departments of the Social Fund, a
guide giving the clearest possible pictur~ ofthe various adult training aid
systems in Community countries. This guide should enable promoters of
vocational training operations to select the most effective types of aids
and mruce the best use of them;
analysis by sector of activity and by geographical area of the situation
and foreseeable development of non-agricultural economic activities in
Brittany.
The purpose of this analysis ,the first to cover a region to which an
economic programme applies, is intended to identify the sectors of activity,
enterprises or areas which in the years to come. will l)e faced with difficulties associated with changing structures of production, markets, economic
or financial concentration and so on, and to detennine actions >ihich could
avoid on attenuate these difficulties through training and social and
occupational integration;
a national survey on vocational training in the United Kingdom.
orientate
This study is. designed to
Fund actions on behalf of vrorkers whose
employment is or >vill be jeopardized by measures to restructure the
economy which are under.v~ or forecast. It should:
• identify obsolete qualifications;
• record the main changes to have occur~edin the different occupations in
recent years and the types of training most affected by such changes;
• identify potential reserves of manpower and - on a more general level training activities which 1'10uld further economic restructuring.
Other studies concern particular categories of people:
women.
B~ed on the results of a pilot project in France, this entails the
fonnulation of a programme to facilitate the acces to employment of
women aged over 35 years.
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This programme entails the training of guidance counsellors to be responsible for re-integration operations;
the unemployed.
This study, which was designed to accompany an action by the Fund, analyses
the training requirements of unemployed workers in connection with the
project "Enterprise~. Ulster" and defines the aims and training methods
corresponding these requirements - subject to modification as the project
proceeds;
migrant workers.
This study was carried out in Italy and was designed to develop a strategy
to assist promoters and othem responsible in implementing integrated
programmes.
The pilot projects essentially relate to the training of instructore:
instructors in industr,y.
The aim is to retrain a group of 20 instructors qualified to teach young
people to make them better able to conceive and organize training for
adult workers~ whether unemployed or not. This training forms part of the
structural adaptation underwa;y in Liguria, which is seeking to maintain
the diversification of production through restructuring and giving new
life to small and medium-sized enterprises whilst promoting the development
of heavy industry by retraining workers from sectors with a manpower surplus;
instructors for adult handicapped persons.
Following work b_y the Commission on the subject, this experiment -, carried
out in France together with the Association pour la Formation Professionnelle
des Adultes and the Readaptation Centre of Mulhouse, proposes:
• to set up a structure for concertation which would associate those responsible for evaluating requirements and determining objectives in a multidisciplinary project group, and also bring together those responsible for
the promotion and the assessment of training courses in joint groups, for
a system \vhich does not exist in France;
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• to organize training activities on modular lines alternating periods
of training with periods of work;
- unemployed instructors.
This is an experimental training progranune for instructors who are unemployed or likely to become so following a slowdown in economic activity
in the United Kingdom; it provides instruction in:
• the management of human
problem solving;

resources~

communication and social relations,

• all problems relating to staff;
• specific skills in fields of their choice;
- social workers.
The project proposes to provide young people under 25 years in the EmiliaRomagna lrith advanced training as social workers; their task will be very
different from that of the traditional assistant social worker, whose qualifications are now out of date. This project, which has been organized
with a view to the reform of the social and health laws~ alternates training
periods in a centre with periods on the job, during two years.
Two other projects relate to training for:
t.1.10se responsible for industrial and social development.
This project is designed to meet specific labour requirements arising from
the establishement of new industries in the west of Ireland and with
entails the preparation and testing of a new training programme;
- workers employing the laser as a machine tool.
The purpose of this project is to promote training connected with innovation~
and constitute to the rationalization of existing activities and the
retraining., o:f manpoHer to handle future activities in the province of Liege.
It relates to engine turning of objects in crystal, boring, cutting,
soldering and the treatment of surfaces.
A series of studies and pilot projects financed by appropriations from previous
budget years were also completed during the year.
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Reports have been made on these studies and projects. The essential information in these reports has been summarized in information sheets Which
have been distributed to the Fund Committee, the documentation offices of
the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee, the press
and information offices of the Commission in the member countries and certain
non-member countries as well as to training organizations.
A list of studies and pilot projects decided on in 1975 and of the studies and
experiments completed that year is to be found in the annex.

5• EFFECTIVENESS OF FUND ASSISTANCE
The group of independent vocational training experts, responsible for studying
a number of programmesselected from those financed jointly by the Fund continued its work.in 1976. The task of this group is to make independent accounting
and financial checks and examine the intrinsic quality of the operations undertaken with the help of the Fund.
If analysed vocational training activities organized by:
the Irish Industrial Training Authority (AnCO)
the Italian Vocational Training Agency (ISFOL)
the French Chambers of Commerce and Industry in Angouleme and Lorient.
The aims of the group were as follows:
to assess the training activities carried out by the three· selected organizations in relation to needs and in relation to other training courses
provided in the regions or countries concerned;
- to define the main problems encountered by the organizations in implementing
their activities;
- to ascertain to what extent the Fund's assistance was useful and determine
how such aid could be made more effective.
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The group produced detailed reports. The conclusions v1ere directly related
to the Fund's activities and can be su.r:IDlarized as follows:
as regards the Irish Industrial Training Authority, it seems desirable that
the Fund:
• contribute to achieving projects designed to promote the creation of
jobs, even if the training ele~ent in these projects seems less important;
• encourage attempts to alleviate the negative effects of the economic
situation on the training of apprentices; for example, by promoting
direct training of superfluous apprentices or by contributing to the
payment of subsidies to employers to enable them to Qaintain the present
number of apprentices;
• assist in the training of

superviso~

staff;

• reconsider conditions for the granting of aid for certain activities
accesso~J to training;
as regard the Italian Vocational Training Agency, it seems
o

necessa~

re-examine the conditions for granting aid by the Fund for
training activities,

to:

auxilia~

• process applications for aid in hro phases: the first consisting of
the acceptance or rejection in principle of the application, the second
consisting of the final approval by the Commission of a project whose
immbdiatc aims and methods of implementation are specified;
• encourage the training of foremen and supervisory staff in small
and medium-sized enterprises;
as regards the French Chambers of Commerce and Indust~ in Angoul~me
and Lorient, the group thought that attention should be given to the
following points:
o

should not teach exclusively the skills sought by enterprises
to the detriment of more general qualifications;

t~ning

• Fund aid to a less-developed reGion is likely to lose a great deal of
its impact in that on completion of their training, persons leave the
region to take up posts elsmihere - this has been fairly generally noted.
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Chapter B

A:ONINISTBATIVE

DIPROV:E~:.'II!N'I'S

The Commission has endeavour~d to imrpove the functioning of the Fund in
the following spheres:
submission of applications
checks on expenditure
l. SlJBMISSIOH OF APPLICATIONS

Documentation has been standardized so that the operations planned in
each application and their financial implimentation can be determined
1-.rith adequate precision.
~his

standardized documentation consists of:

standard forms for application for assistance. At first these fonns overe
devised and used on an experimentnl basis for applications for assistance
for operations of the "region::;" and "technical progress!! types.
a document giving a brief breakdotm of the cost of the main elements
of the pl~~ed operations
standard document of approval containing uniform legal expressions.
These latter tt-.ro documents are also used on an experimental basis.
New procedures have been implemented for examining and approving applications. These procedures are based on the standardized documentation.
Their aim is to reduce del~s to a minimum at all stages.
2. CHECKS ON :S.'U'El.IDITURE

A standard fonn has been drmm up for requests for payment together with
precise instructions concerning its use.
Discussion on this matter have been held with the Member States. One of
the objectives is to eliminate differences in the interpretation of the
Community rules.. These differences m~ have a bearing or t'lhether or not
certain expenditure is regarded as eligible.
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Acting on a proposal from the Commission, the Council has amended the
financial regulations in order to extend the validity of the appropriations by one year. This has only applied to the 1974 appropriations, which
are thus carried forward until 31 December 1976.
In order to obtain the best possible management of appropriations, a
mechanism has been finalized for the re-utilization of appropriations
not used as originally planned in Commission decisions.
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Chapter C: WORK OF THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND
l. RENEVlAL OF MEMBERSHIP

According to Article 5 of the Statute of the Committee of the European
Social Fund, the tenn of office for members and alternates is two years.
In ~975 the Council replaced members who had left the Committee and
renewed the term of office of the remaining members.
2. CONSULTATION, 1-TORKING METHODS AND RESULTS

The Commission is extremely interested in the work of the Committee and
attaches great importance to the development of close collaboration bet\veen
the Committee and its departments.
This collaboration was particularly evident in 1975. The Committee gave
consideration based on a direct experience of national situations to all
problems raised.
The Commission sought to facilitate the Committee's work by accelerating
consul tat ion procedures and improving the working papers made available
to it.
The Committee met six times in
opinion on:

plena~

session in

all the applications for aid submitted in

1975. It gave its

1975 with a view to approval;

the draft proposals from the Commission to the Council on intervention by
the Fund in respect of:
structural adaptation operations;

• persons occupied in the textile and clothing sectors;
the Commission proposal to the Council amending the financial rules;
the Commission proposal for a regulation concerning the basis of calculation for certain Fund aids;
the prelimina~ 1976 budget of the Fund.

-~-

At the meeting on 28 November, the first since the renewal of members by
the Council, the Committee again fixed the composition of its working
group on the examination of applications. This group usally meets on the
d~ before the plenary session and examines the applications for assistance
on the agenda. It prepares for the examination and makes a thorough study
of all the questions raised in the applications. In the course of its
p~eparatory work, the group plays an extremely useful role in view of the
large number of applications to be examined.
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COM(76)338/3-E

FINANCIAL AND BUD'JETARY ASPEX:TS

CHAPTER A - BOIX1ET APPROPRIATIONS AND RESOURCES AVAILABLE
SEX:TION 1 : Budget appropriations
PreliminarY remarks
Two points should be highlighted in a summary description of the changing
context in which decisions have been taken by the budgetary authorities
concerning the "appropriations" for the European Social Fund.

(a) The first is the confirmation of the increasingly important part played
by the European Parliament in the budgetary sphere, particularly with
regard to the European Social Fund. Since the Social Fund comes under
the heading of optional expenditure, the European Parliament may use,
and has used both for the 1975 and 1976_budgets, the right of amendment
granted to it by Article 203(8) EEC (new).
(b) The second, in view of its effect on resources, is the adoption by the
Council of the Financial Regulation of 24 November 1975, derogating
from Article 6(1) of the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973 applicable
to the general Budget of the European Communities1 for the purpose of
extending by one year the validity of automatic carry-overs from 1974
to 1975·
In accepting this derogation the Council had in mind the heavy work-load of
the Fund's staff due to the concentration in the last four months of the
financial year of the majority of applications for payment relating to
automatic carry-overs from the previous financial year (applications which
must be settled before 31 December on pain of cancellation of commitments
entered into). In other words, this decision only applies to the 1974
appropriations; 1975 appropriations automatically carried over to 1976 will
come up 1Lgainst the same risk of cancellation, as already shown by the small
percentage of applications for payment received to date.
Similarl~r in 1975, noting that 51.36 m u.a. remained unused under Article 4
for 1974 1 the Council accepted the Commission's proposal to carry this
appropriation over to 1975, but this time under Article 4. Of this sum,
21.06 m u.a. were retained, whilst the remainder, i.e., 30.3 m u.a., was
transferred to the EAGGF Guarantee Section by Council Decision on
3 December 1975. In addition to the procedural constraints referred to
above, which were aggravated by the tardiness of the initial carry-over
decision (22 September), another factor helps to explain why the amount
originally requested was reduced to 21.06 m u.a. These appropriations were
supposed to cover Article 4 operations in new areas whose eligibility had
been proposed to the Council by the Commission on 16 April, e.g., young
persons and structural retraining operations linked to the recession.
However, the Council took action on only one of the Commission's proposals
(young persons) in its Decision of 22 July 1975 "on action b~ the European
Social Fund for persons affected by employment difficulties" •

Moreover, the non-automatic carry-over of 51.4 m u.a. under Chapter 50 of the
budget (Article 4 ESF) from 1974 to 1975 was not eligible. This carry-over,
which was approved by the Council on 22 September 1975, had, pursuant to the
financial regulation, not only to be committed but also paid within a period
of 3 months, i.e., before 31 December 1975, on pain of cancellation of the
appropriations. As a result, this carry-over was only committed insofar as
it could be paid before the end of the financial year. This explains why
only 21.1 m u.a. of the 51.4 m u.a. carried over were finally used to swell
the appropriations under Chapter 50. The balance of 30.3 m u.a., which

~75/717/Euratom, ECSC, EEC (OJ No L 307 of 27 November 1975, p. 25).
75/459/EEC - OJ No L 199 of 30 July 1975, P• 36.
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could not be used by the Social Fund in view of the short time available
and the inadequacy of the applications for payment submitted by the Member
States, was transferred to another chapter of the budget. Thus, the 1975
appropriations under Article 4 finally rose from 110 m u.a. (initial
allocation) to 131.1 m u.a. (Chapter 50 of the budget), whereas the
appropriations under Article 5 remained at the initial level- i.e.,
245m u.a. (Chapter 51 of the budget).
1•

BtJD3ET APPROPRIATIONS

The budget appropriations for 1972 to 1976 inclusive are shown in Table 1
below:

(ORIGINAL) APPLICATIONS FOB THE FINANCIAL YEARS (in million u.a.)

Article

Item

million u.a.

Heading

1972

appropr:t_ations

approp-

riationo
500

19?4

19?3

approp-

ri•tiono

1975
appropriationll

Aid to agriculture and
textile sectors (1972)
Textile and clothing
induotry (19?6)

1976
approp-

riationr.

66.1
?.5

501

Aid to young persons
!975

66.1
68.8

?-5

98.8

Aid to handicapped

502

1?.0

person!!: 197~

503
504

1

!~tal

Aid to migrant workers
1974

20.8

AU to sectors and regions affected tty the
crisis

o.o

: Chapter 50

?-5
Aid to improve the employment situation iD
certain regions, economic sectors or groups
of undertakings

510

1

no.o

35.0

I

68.8

98.8

no.o

170.0

153.4

168.4

245.0

241.1

l

Aid to handicapped per-

511

aon.e: not oligiblo for
assistance pureuaut to

28.9

ArtiiHe 4

35.0

Total : Cbaptor 51

520

5200

ChaEter 22
European Social Fund
pilot echemes and
preparatory studies

TOTAL : Now Social Fund ( Chapt ere 50 to 52)

153.4

0.25

0.?5

42.?5

222.95

53.0
2.0

168.4

0.60

2~5.0

0.90

2?0.0

I

1.0

267.8

355·9

441.0

5?.0

56.0

10.2

token
entry

3.0

4.0

Former Fund
ChaEter ~~
Expenditure under Article

530

l25(ll<a) of the
EEC Treaty
5301

Vocational retraining

5302

Resettlement

540

-

token
entrv

ChaEter 24
Expenditure under Article

125(ll(b) of the
EEC Treaty

5401

Retraining

TOTAL : Social Fund {Chapters 50 to 54)

97,75

282,25

324,8

366,1

441,0

1 Pursuant to a Commission Decision, the sum of 28 325 million u.a,under Article 504 of the Budget (nanti-crisia"
measures) wae transferred to Article 501.
As a result, the appropriations available under this Article were increased to 66.1 million u.a.

-·

---
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lm·
Any comparison between the figures for each sector within Article 4 or
between the respective budgetar.y allocations under Chapters 50
(Article 4) and 51 (Article 5) must take into account the dates of the
Council's decisions to grant eligibility under Article 4 to operations in
new sectors of intervention. These were as follows:
Agriculture and textiles:
Handicapped persons and migrant workers:
Young persons:
Textile (extension) and clothing industry:

19
27
22
19

December 1972
June 1974
July 1975
Februar,y 1976.

The total initial appropriations of the new Social Fund increased from
355.9 million u.a. to 441 million u.a. from 1975 to 1976.
2.

Authorizations of commitments

Table 2 below shows the amounts made available to the Social Fund ba.dget
for each financial year pursuant to authorizations of oommi tments from
the previous two years.
Table 2:

Authorizations of Commitments

Fi nancj a1

~Original

;,ear .for

in m u.a.

which. ccB.i:taeJri vas . aa:thorised

j·Financial

!Year
!

Year of allocation

;

CeliE

1973

1974

1975

.

~.

1976

. 1977

1978

20

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

lO

5
60

34

50

20
45

20
60

30

45
90

45

~ii:Wil£ ~1

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

20

10
60

30
60

30
90
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The authorizations of commitments under Article 4 in 1976 for the
following two financial years were considerably higher than in 1975 as
regards operations under Article 4 (Chapter 50 of the Budget), after
declining in 1974 and 1975 compared to the level reached in 1973 when
the appropriations were much lower (68.8 million u.a.) than in 1976
(170 million u.a.).
Authorizations under Article 5 changed little from 1975 to 1976, despite
an increase in the appropriations for the latter year. As far as
Article 4 is concerned, this relative decline may be explained primarily
b,y the fact that the appropriations available for the financial year were
not used up in 1973 or 1974. Furthermore, multiannual programmes
accounted for a smaller proportion of applications for assistance than
was at first anticipated. This is reflected in the rates of utilization
of (prior) commitment authorizations which, for the 1975 Budget,
amounted to 45% (or 38.4 million u.a.) under Article 4 and 6o%
(or 53.4 million u.a.) under Article 5; for the 1976 Budget, the figures
were 72.3% (or 46.9 million u.a.) and 83.33% (or 100.5 million u.a.)
respectively.
There was, therefore, a very considerable improvement in the overall
utilization of commitment authorizations and it is thus reasonable that
their level should again be increased, both in absolute terms and in
proportion to the budgetary appropriation for the financial year.
Differences between one country and another are considerable, as can be
seen in Table 3 below.
SECTION 2:
1.

Resources available and utilization of appropriations

Changes in resources

The resources available for a given financial year include, in addition
to the initial budget appropriation, axzy "non-automatic" carry-overs
from the preceding financial year.
It is for the Council to decide, after consultation with the European
Parliament, whether the appropriations not used during one financial year
may be carried over to the next in this way. It m~ be recalled that in
1974, since applications for assistance submitted pursuant to Article 4
in 1973 had not used up the appropriations available, the Council
accepted the Commission proposal to transfer the unused amount,
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i.e., 40.7 million u.a., to Chapter 51 of the 1974 Budget (operations
under Article 5), where applications for assistance were considerably in
excess of appropriations.
The total appropriations under Article 4 for the 1975 financial year
thus amounted to 110 million u.a. (budgetar,y allocation) plus
21.06 million u.a. (net carry-overs) = 131.06 million u.a.
(cf. Section 1 of this report).
The appropriations available under Article 5 for the 1975 financial year
remain the same, at 245 million u.a., i.e., the amount of the budget
allocation.

Table 3

=

Commitments against appropriations in respect of the 1975 financial year and sums withdrawn in 1975
on authorizations for commitments for 1976 and 1977
(in million u.a.)

Country

Commitments under Article 4
1975

Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Totals

1976

2.05
0.85
32.30
26.91

0.13

11.37
32.76

4.02
14.90

-

-

2.12

1977
0.13

Commitments under Article 5

Totals

8.91

-

8.19

1.83
0.48

55·72
17.32

9-04
97.42

3.15
103.10

1.14
33.66

15.49

8.83
88.70

-

-

40.28

241.94

161.42

2.92 '

41.53
14.83
11.20

5-75

53-41

-

21.53

1.72
0.01

-

62.77
0.03

3.84
21.54

129.89

27.12

12.09

169.10

3-15
0.14

(a.)
Find budgetary
appropriation (a)
or commitment
authorizations for 131.06
1977 entered into
the Bud~et for
1975 (b

(a)

(b)

170.00

20.00

%

16.0

6.05

9o9l

==

Totals
6.60

41.70
27.14
18.31

6.25
0,09

-

1977
0.22

5·97
8.08

-

1976
0.41
0.11
12.36
2.01

2.31
0,85

F==--=--========== F' ====================

utilization

1975

General Totals

44·46
33.80
252.94
0.03

2.86

199-53
0.03
8.83
131.84

12.67
153.38

40.19

443·55

612.65

====================================== == ==================
(b)

(a)

(b)

321.06

245.00

270.00

45.00

560.00

881.06

52.7

98.8

59.8

8.93

79.2

69.5

~

~

S>
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2. Utilization in commitments of a
cf. tables 4 and 5

in

(a) Under Article 4, implementation of the Eudget made it possible to commit
almost all the Chapter 50 appropriations available for 1975, namely
131 million u.a., since commitments amounted to 129.9 million u.a. or 99%.
Under Article 5, of the 245 million u.a. of appropriations available for
1975, the same almost total utilization of the Chapter 51 appropriations
can be seen, since commitments amounted to 241.9 million u.a. or 98%,
despite the sizeable transfers made at the end of the financial year which
had made 30.4 million u.a. available for Article 4 and 100.2 million u.a.
for Article 5.
Tables 4 and 5 trace the main developments in the utilization of
appropriations for 1975 according to budget articles and even headings
in the accounts, broken down retroactively, so that 1975 and 1976 may be
compared according to the new nomenclature adopted by the Eudget Authorities (l).
(b) Two points are worthy of note in connection with these tables: recommitments
arid "shifts".
Recommitments, which are of minor significance, are technical in nature.
These are commitments entered into a second time, so that expenditure
covered by prior commitments, for which appropriations have been cancelled,
can be settled. Since automatic carry-overs are, in principle, limited to
one year, any payment delayed beyond this time limit for any reason whatever,
whether as a result of late submission of a request for payment, after expiry
of the period of validity of carry-over, or a request for payment formally
submitted within the prescribed period, but at such a late date that the work
load of the staff or gaps in the application, or even disputes arising from
it, prevent it from being processed before the deadline (2) results in the
cancellation of the appropriations and the drawing of the corresponding amount
from the new appropriation for the financial year against which the payment
is finally charged. The decision to approve applications for assistance
implies an obligation on the part of the Commission to commit corresponding
expenditure in accordance with the terms laid down in the financial regulationo
It was possible to limit the amount of recommitments, owing to a carry-over

for an additional year - i.e., until 31 December 1976, which the Council
allo,<Ted for the 1974 appropriations, by way of exception.
Recommitments amounted to only 2.80 million u.a. under Article 4 and
0.46 million u.a. for Article 5, thus less than 1% of the total 371.8 million
u.a. of commit ments against appropriations in respect of 1975

(1) cf. Supra, Section 1, l(b) and table l on the budgetary allocations.
(2) In order to reduce this risk to a minimum, the deadlines for submitting
to the Commission requests for payment of the balance of the assistance
are specified in Article 3 of the Commission Decision approving the
applications for assistance.

(3) Derogation granted by the Financial Regulation of 24 November 1975·

iliROPEAN SOCIAL FOliD

TABLE 4 - UTILIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 19?5 UNDER ARTlCLE 4 - (including Council eu·ry.. over from 19?4)
according to .s&ctor and ltudget article (3 figure.,) of headingl!l in the account~~ (4 !iguree)
Deutschland

Danma.rk

I

4,440,016.40
2,776,387-30

.!~~~-----~---~~§,2§9:::.
1.0

%
1

13.1

57-3

t

_________ _
%

and Textilee

Recommitment
TOTAL

j--- §2~~~i~~==-j- ---- =-------- t-- !~ m 1~~ ~~! ~- _____

~~ ---=-- --t _____2~~~?:2:~zt--~, z~~~i~~:::

6,218,711-52

620,165.75

13.0
956,888.22

698,564.4q 11,186,793.46

~5.342,760.43

- 5.356,680.43
25,934.40'

10.8
1

15.0

11.9

10.6

-2,723.375.83

100.00

14,784.--1 18,025,431-16

6,?16,206.6' 110,337,552.31
2,363,894.20

- 5,087,0?0.03

Recommitment

,_____ 22§ !~~~: 2~- J--~l22~,~~9:~9.L. z!2!~! ~2~: !!.

_________________ !~~~-----%

7.4

Young pero5one

J

Article 501

I Shift

Approval

986,500.--

853,333-34

6,668,429.64

7.790,829.99

I
I

_____ !:~ !Z~~: ::L .!~ =~~~!<§! :!:?.

61.6

30.9

0,1

i

337.983.60 112,91},12?.32

5, 246,760.--

345,303.86

,.

_____ _ --2~§:299::: . .l.~22:~2:?!~~-J __ §!§§~!~~2:§~_L_z,z2~,~~2!2L ____ ~:?Z,2~z:§9.l?:~!2!~:!~Z:~~------------- -----~~2!~~~:~§ --~!~~§,2§9!:: -~~!~~~!~ 6 Z:Z~.
2.8

H~dicapped

Approv~l

Per.aone

2,4

19

TOTAL
~------------

Approval

Migrant
Workers

I

Article 503

---~~!?~!:: __
0.1
15,120.16

----------·-~

68.6

-

Recommitment

TOTAL

Approval

2,047, 080.16

853.333.}4

-

-

%

I

------------

Paymente made by
2
31 December 19?5

~!~~Z!~~9:!~-- _m,m,~~-1.6

0.6

!-1,626,400.80

1.0

}6.7

I

84,180.--

14.9
6}7,141.2

4,545.788.11

-1,238,848.--

-2,924,641.26

17.7
15,178,256-33
-8,792,145.0}

---~1?2?!~7~:2~- -----~~.!~~9.::: _§!~~§!!!!.:~P0,}

100.00

21,628,318.72

---------------

____ §~Z!!~?:!~~
}.4

100.00

642,195-08

12,205-788.--

32,31},435.86

.!:~.:Z9~:§ZZ.:~§

-8,792,145.03

----------- _____ §~~!!2~:?~

-!~.:~?2:7~~::: -~~.!2~!!~29.:~2-

5-9

11.9

51.9

100.00

26,906,690-71

29,586,995.99

20,702,66~.13

52,542,642.99

2,868,161.93

21,965,812.80

157,473,380.05

59,}92.46

-9.356,341.44

19,779,623.56

- 754' 281.77

-

-30,384,670,43

2,776,387-30

25,934.40

Becomllli tment

TOTAL

2,849,551.20

6.5

2,79?,878.54

-

Shift

50

3-7

1,390,017-75

TOTAL
___ !.?!2:~?:!~-- ------------- __ !;,22?:?!7:22.
-----------·---- ------------

0,1

59,}92.46

i

- !~.!~~~.!2~.:.72_ _____ §z2,9n:2§ ___ !,~~~1!2~!~9- -~!~~~.!2~~:!!_ i-----=-----

Shift

%

?38.430.42
-

!
Recommi tmon t

%

1.0

22.2
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EIJROPEAR SOCIAL FUJ!D
TAllLE 5 - UTILIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1975 UNDER ARTICLE 5
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(c) The second point, which is more important, concerns "shifts" and their
magnitude, which increased compared with 1974 (1).
Of course, a "shift" is, in the last analysis, the cancellation of all
or part of an application for assistance already approved by the Commission;
it is of little administrative importance for the current financial year
whether this cancellation is followed by a request for a new commitment to
be entered into, within the framework of authorization for commitments on
subsequent financial years. This does not hold true for the long term, since
the exercising of this right of "preemption" or mortgage on future
authorizations for commitments gives rise to difficulties concerning equal
treatment in the event of more exacting priority criteria being subsequently
applied because of the inadequacy of resources to meet demands. It is,
therefore, important that, before an increase in commitments is authorized
for subsequent financial years, a check is made that the operations carried
forward still meet the priority criteria applicable. In future requests
for "shifts" will have to reach the Commission in time for this check to be
made with all due care.
In 1975 "shifts" increased considerably in number, as did the amount of
appropriations involved.
Whereas during the period 1972 to 1974 only 32 "shifts" were recorded from
a total of 375 approvals, that is less than one-tenth, for 1975 alone almost
four-tenths of the approvals, 92 out of 237, involved accounting shifts.
Under Article 4, shifts acounted for 30 million u.a. compared with final
total commitments of 130 million u.a.; under Article 5 the figure was
100 million u.a. out of final total commitments of 242 million u.a.
(cf. tables 4 and 5).
3. Payments
(a) Payments relating to commitments against the appropriations for the 1974
financial year (1):
(aa) Article 4:
of the 98.8 million u.a. of appropriations for the 1974 financial year,
only 47.44 million u.a. had been committed by 1 January 1975, and the
balance was non-automatically carried forward in September 1975, by
decision of the Council, to Chapter 50 of the budget for the 1975
financial year. Of the 47.44 million u.a. committed, 1.97 million u.a.
had been paid out by 31 December 1974, the balance of 45-47 million u.a.
being automatically carried forward to the 1975 financial year. Payments
amounting to 9.1 million u.a. were made in the 1975 financial year and
36.37 million u.a. Nere, as an exceptional measure, carried forward into
1976 in Chapter 50 of the budget.

(1) See previous report, tables 7, 8 and 9, pages 34a to 34c.
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bb) Article

5:

on 31 December 1974, as stated in the previous report, 6,67 million U.a. of the
appropriations for the 1974 financial year-had been paid, in addition to 40.71
million u.a. from the transfer decided by the Council in September 1974. As these
are appropriations for the 1974 financial year, the figures do not include the
129.44 million u.a. paid out in 1974 from the money automatically carried forward
from 1973. Thus, 47.38 million u.a. of the 208.04 million u.a. committedout of
the appropriations for the 1974 financial year had been paid by 31 December 1974(1).
Outstanding payments at 31 December 1974
which were automatically carried forward
were paid. The balance of 18.48 million
to 1976
and
yet be drawn up.

therefore amounted to 160.66 million u.a.
to 1975, in which year 42.7 million u.a.
u.a. was exceptionally carried forward
consequently a final balance sheet cannot

cc) Payments relating to the 1974 financial year are therefore certain to be delayed
since only 100.64 million u.a. of a total of 255.49 million u.a. committedhad
been paid at 31 December 1975 i this situation led to the exceptional carry-over
into 1976 of 154.85 million u.a., pursuant to the Financial Regulation of
24 November 1975.
The numerous causes for this delay have been analysed in the previous annual report
and in the preliminary draft of the general budget of the European Communities
for 1977 (2).
These considerable delays in payment result not only from the large number of financial modifications ( 11 glissements") to programmes already approved and from the insufficient administrative staff, but also from two further factors :
1. The complexity of the system :
once assistance from the Fund has been decided upon, instalments may be paid
out up to a ceiling of 85 %of the actual expenditure ; the balance is paid
by the Commission after the supporting documents have been checked. The basis
of the system is therefore actual expenditure : from this there flows a need
for a strict check extending over some 100 aid operations annually, each file
sometimes comprising several hundred supporting documents.
·
2. Delay on the part of the Member States in submitting their applications for
payment within time limits which will permit of the appropriations being used
in the normal manner ; this is a major cause of accounting shifts and of the
resulting cancellation of appropriations.

(1) Appropriations for 1974 : 168.4 million u.a. (budget allocation + carry over (nonautomatic) - transfer of 40.7 million u.a. = 209.1 million u.a. To ascertain
the commitments however, appropriations cancelled because they had not been
commited by the end of the financial year must be deducted from this total. The
figures to be deducted are 1.066.000 u.a. from the 1974 appropriations and 900 u.a.
from the amount carried forward.

(2) Commission of the European Communities -preliminary draft of the general budget
of the European Communities for the financial year 1977 - Volume 7 - Section III Commission - General Introduction - page 308.

dd) It might perhaps be useful to obtain a better idea of the demands for payment
which must still be met for 1974. When this report was prepared (23 June 1976),
out of 255.49 million u.a. committed, 151.07 million u.a. had been paid and
46.03 million u.a. were being forwarded. This means that in theory the difference,
58.39 million u.a., or about a fifth of the appropriations, remains to be settled.
But in reality, this simple arithmetical difference between commitments and
payments (actually made or about to be made) does not necessarily represent the
amount still to be liquidated and the real difference should not greatly exceed
half of this theoretical difference, are rather more than 29 muc out of a total
of 323,73 mua.
Treatment of the balance becomes inevitably more difficult when the stage of
payments on account (up to 85 %of the assistance granted) is left behind and
the time comes for clearing accounts. Pursuant to the second subparagraph
of Article 4 (1) of Council Regulation n° 858/72, the balance is not paid until
11
after the Commission has received a general statement of expenditure drawn up
on conclusion of the operation and accompanied by supporting documents11 •
Moreover, "accounts for an operation where the party responsible is a body or
other entity governed by private law ( ••• ) may be settled only after confirmation
of the financial commitment on the part of the public authorities or, where
appropriate, notification of changes in that commitment 11 • (2)
However, the documents presented in support of requests for reimbursement (especially for the clearance of accounts) are often, where the 1974 financial year
is concerned, far from meeting the demands of even the most elementary control.
Even though the remedies proposed in the previous annual report were applied
or tested (in particular the various forms for requesting assistance or the
forms for requesting payment), the fact remains that such remedies cannot have
any retroactive effect. It is impossible to require: "a posteriori 11 bookkeeping
more in conformity with the rules, in particular the one on "assistance from
the Fund on the basis of the actual cost of the oper'1.tion11 • (3)

(1) Regulation of 24 April 1972 on certain administrative and financial procedures
for the operation of the European Social Fund, O.J. n° L 101, 28 April 1972,
P• 3.
(2) Ibid., third subparagraph of Article 4 (1).
(3) First subparagraph of Article 3 (3) of Council Regulation (EEC) n° 2396/71,
8 November 1971, already quoted.
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For this reason the Commission staff have made a disciplined effort 1 using temporary measures sometimes adopted for practical purposes to deal with shortcomings
which appeared exceptional and involuntary und which the promoters and Commission
staff agreed should be corrected in the future.
b) Payments of commitments against appropriations for the 1975 financial year
Appropriations for the 1975 financial year (see point 2 1 above) amounted to
376.06 million u.a. and commitments totalled 371.83 million u.a.
Of the 129.89 million u.a. commited under Article 4 1 21 million u.a. had by
31 December 1975 been paid from the carry-over approved by the Council. Only
0.054 million u.a. of this carry-over remained unused • '
The balance of 108.88
million u.a. was automatically carried forward and must be paid out before 31 December 1976 if the appropriation is not to be cancelled. '
Of the 241.94 million u.a. committed under Article 5, only 5.49 million u.a. was
paid out in 1975. The balance of 236.45 million u.a. was automatically carried
forward and must be paid out before 31 December 1976 if the appropriations are
not to be cancelled.
A total of 345.33 million u.a. left over from 1975 must therefore in theory be paid
out in 1976.
c) Payments from the old Social Fund
To ensure the continuity of information on the old Fund, which is to be wound up
in 1976, we are giving a summary table concerning payments as at 31 December 1975(1).
Table 6

~l~ ~o~i~l-~~ li~ ~i~l~o~ ~·~·l
(Period 20 September 1960 31 December 1975 )

Member State

Vocational
retraining
(item 5301
of Budget)

Belgium
l<'rance
Germany
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands

12,7
49,0
158,6
137,4

Total

373,3

-

15,6

Resettlement
(item 5302
of Budget)

-

Total
(Chapter 53
of Budget)

Percentage

2,5
4,0
4,3

12,7
51,5
162,6
141,7

3,3
13,4
42,3
36,9

0,1

15,7

4,1

10,9

384,2

100,0

-

-

-
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Chapter B - FORECAST OF EXPENDITURE
l. Article 4

In 1975 a single budget covered all spheres - agriculture, textiles,
migrant workers, handicapped persons and young persons during the
second quarter. Since employment problems in agriculture and the
textile industry are at least partially a result of the common
agricultural policy and the common measures in the textile sector,
all the ner~ eligible applications for these two sectors were classified as priority and therefore approved.
As a result, appropriations vrere not sufficient to finance operations
in other spheres. Some programmes were classified as second priority
and were approved in part. Thus the following operations were excluded:
- very short training courses which were often an integral part of
continuous training;
- very long training courses for doctors and other specialists, \there
such training was of a general scholastic or university nature and
had no direct and close link with the rehabilitation of handicapped
persons
measures other than the vocational training of handicapped persons;
language courses provided outside the compulsory school curriculum
for the children of migrant workers.
As of 1977 each sphere will have its O\m budget and the
priority will be made within this budget.

~hoice

of

This choice, which is naturally uncertain, will t~e into account the
nature of the jobs in question. Thus, in all probability, vocational
training programmes will take priority over rehabilitation programmes
and training programmes for specialists or others.
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In the programmes dra..-n up for migrant l·rorkers, operations aimed at
f~cilitating their re-cmploy~ent will probably have priority over those
ained. at providing tr<1ining for their children. If other choices are
nece::;sary within these priori ties, the former •;ill be decided upon \'lhen
the budgetary amounts and the amounts req:u.estell ::1:!.'0 kno1vT1.
2. Article 5
b) Fo:-esccable trends_in expenditure
- For operations concerning the regions
The sometimes considerable delays ,~i}?.i~l1.- _o_cct;r~d in_l9J.5..,.in the implemento,tion of the proGrar.m1es approved by the ~und led to refu_nds of
amounts submitted, I·Jith the result that it '\'las possible at the end of
tho financial year to fin~1ce second priority programmes not normally
eligible. Attempt to make up at least partially for these del<Ws,
combined with the continuing high level of unernploJ~ent, mean an aboveaverage volume of.training activities in 1976.
Thi::; should normally lead to an increase in the overall demand for
financing, although this increase would only be temporary. On the other
ha..Dd, a greater a1.rareness of the Fund in the various Member States may
lea.d. to a permanent rise in the number of applications for assistance.
Public and private Ul(;d~rtakings are seeking Community financing with
increasing :f\requenc;;r~il A rise in the approprio,tions for priority regions
l·rl.lich was simply unkeeping lvith the increase in the cost of living •·rould
not, therefore, keep po,ce 11i th the foreseeable growth in applications
a."ld it >·wuld probably be necessary to use stricter and stricter selection
criteria
Houever, the expansion of certain types of financing pursuant to Article 4
r:J.ay partially this trend. Thus, for exumple, Article 4 could be used increc..sing to finance training measures for young persons, 1-1i th the t1-rofold
adventage of enabling the Fund to plan and apply more easily an overall
strategy in this sphere and of concentrating Article 5 appropriations on
the training of adults in priority regions.
For operations concerning adjustments to technical progress and groups
of u."'ldertakings
Financing in respect of ntechnical progressa and ngroups of unde!'takingsa has so far accounted for an alrnod negligible proportion of
the Article 5 appropriations. This situation should change gradually
in the years to come. In view of the trend~'lhich began in 1975 with the
approval of operations linked with pl uri annual programmes of qualitative
and quantitative significance, about 10% of the Article 5 appropriations
may be expected to be meded.for operations concerning adjustment to
ntechnical progress" in 1916. The same percentage should be reached in
1977 for operations concerning "groups of undertakings".

(l) particularly, in regions where the level of incomes drops increasingly behind
that of the more developed regions.
See first report on the activities of the European Regional Development Fund.
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CH!PTER

c-

EQREC_ASTS_FQ~

1977

AND

1978

Preliminary observations
a) The publication in June of Volumes 4 and 7 of the preliminary draft
of the General Budget of the European Communities for the 1977
financial year - which both the Committee on Budgets of the European
Parliaments and the Budgetary Committee of the Council are already
examining - creates a problem of job duplication with this chapter
of the annual report as far as the 1977 financial year is concerned.
For the 1978 financial year, details will be available shortly in
Part III "Three year financial estimates 1977-1978-1979" of the General
introduction.
Instead of simply reproducing here the thirty or so pages contained in
the provisional draft budget, it would seem more appropriate to mention
certain important points for the benefit of readers of the present
report.

b) Pursuant to Article 10 (a) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396/71 of
8 November 1971, the Commission has consulted the Committee of the
European Social Fund on that part of the preliminary draft of the
Community Budget for 1977 which relates to the Fund. At its meetingof 25 iune 1976, the FUnd Committee, while approving the 100 million
u.a. increase in the FUnd's resources proposed by the Commission,
felt that the extent of needs to be met would justify a greater increase and recalled the Opinion it issued on its own initiative at
its meeting of 26 March 1976,advocating an increase in the funds
made available to the ESF.
1. The preliminary draft Bu4get for the 1977 financial year
The budgetary context in which the Social Fund is situated is characterised
by a "mood of general austerity" (1). However, for the Commission, "if
efforts to achieve European integration are to be pursued, certain basic
policies must be developed : it is thus that budgetary estimates for 1977
include an increase in appropriations for the social sector."
a)

the technical level, the Commission, in its introduction to Volume 7 7
gives its reasons for distinguishing between commitment appropriations
and pa.yment appropriations in the preliminary draft Budget for 1977.
It proposes to introduce a budgetary system better suited to the nature
of the operations financed by the ESF, so as to bring about an improvement in the financial management and a. more flexible implementation of
the budget.

On

(1) OJ No L 249 of 10 November 1971, P• 54
(2) Ibid, p. 2.
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The new proposals will make possible :
• the annual adaptation of Pa.YlDeni; appropriations to aotual needs.
This is probably the main reason behind the objections raised by certain
Member states to what has become the Financial Regulation of 24 November
1975 which, by waor of derogation to the Financial Regulation of
25 April 1973, authorized an exceptional carryover of 1974 appropriations
to a seconli. fi.nanci a.l year.
Those Member States which work on the principle that the budget must be
dra~m up annually were finting the financial mechanisms of the Social
Fund (in particular its system of carryovers} troublesome both at the
plmming and at the forecasting and implementing stages ·the budget •
• the resolution of the budgetary deadlock created by the implementation
of the current Financial Regulation when applied to the carryover of
appropriations.
Where p~ents by the Social Fund are concerned, a glance at Chapter A
of the first part of this report will be sufficient to show the insurm.ontable difficulties which the Commission services will encounter under the
existing legislation, if they are to meet all requests for p~ent for the
1975 financial year before the deadline of 31 December 1976, when appropriations not used up will be automatically cancelled. '!'his will mean
that paurments made after this date - to which the Commission is commi tteci.
under Article 8(1) of Council Regulaiion (EEC) No 2396 - will have to be
taken from the "fresh" appropriations for the following financial year.
'!'he aims of this distinction is to limit payment appropriations each year
to the actual needs, while allowing for sufficient appropriations to
cover the legal obligations arising from approval iecisions {ooii!Dli tment
appropriations).
b)The overall total of the Social Fund's commitment appropriations has
been increased by 100 million u. a. while peyment appropriations have been
reduced by 59%. This means that actual needs can be met 'tnt no large
re-entries will be necessary. Article 203 of the EEC Treaty gives the
Parliamet considerable powers to amend both the overall total and the
distribution amo*g chapters or articles.
c) The distribution of appropriations {see the fillowing table) shows a
drop in Article 500 (agriculture/textiles) and stagnation in all
other fields coveret by Article 4 (migrants, the handicapped) except
for young people and in measures to help the handicapped under Article 5;
Article 510 of the bniget, however, {underdeveloped or declining regions;
groups of companies; technical progress) had its funds increased
slightly, by 13.8%.
But most of the extra 100 million u.a. was allocated to aid measures
for young people (Article 501 of the budget) so that appropriations
for this purpose have more than doubled - according to the new method
of calculation - rising from 82.82 million u.a. in 1976 to 172.000
million u.a. in 1977.
It is in this field of intervention that the inbalance between applications
for assistance and the appropriations available in 1976 was particularly
evident, with a ratio of 3 : 1.
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• appropriations for Chapter 50 (Article 4) amounted to 275 million u.a.
compared with 343 million u.a. for Chapter 51 (Article 5). Thus,
appropriations under Article 4 increased from 39% of the total in 1976
to 44.5% in 1977 and are gradually catching up on those under
Article 5, which fell from 61% in 1976 to 55.5% in 1977, in line with the
provisions of Article 9(2) of the Council Decision of 1 February 1971
on the reform of the European Social Fund.
The table below shows the distribution of authorized appropriations for
1976 according to the system at present in force and the equivalent of
these appropriations expressed in appropriations for commitment for the
same financial year, along wi tf the 1977 amounts, also expressed in
approproations for commitment •

Appropriations for 1976
CHAPTFJi 50 Article 4 operations

500
501
502
503
504

agriculture/textile
young people
handicapped persons
migrant workers
crisis

CHAPTER 51 Article

5 operations

510 regions, technical progress
and groups of companies
511 handicapped persons
CHAPTER 52 Pilot schemes
TOTAL

170.0
. 66~115
(3) 66.105
17.001
20.779

Appropriations for commit1977
1976 ( 2) ment

213.0
82.82
82.82
21.36
26.0

275
53
172
23
27

(token
entry)

(token
entry)

270.0

305.

343

241.071
28.929

272-32
32.68

310
33

1.

1.

441.0

519.0

1.1
619.1

(1) Extract from Volume 7, pages 305 sf
(2) The method of determining the equivalent in appropriations for
commitment for 1976 is discussed in detail in pages 305 to 308 of
volume 7.
(3) After the transfer of 28 325 million u.a. from Article 504, decided
by the Commission on 24 March 1976.
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d) Problems of assessing requirements
aa) Appropriations for commitment
• Unlike what was done in previous years, the Commission is not providing as substantiation for its request for increased appropriations any estimate of applications for aid expected in respect of the
various budget headings, such detailed estimates having proved rather
inaccurate.
It is now apparent, after several years of operation of the Social Fund
that :
1. The Member States and private sponsors do not apply for aid on the
basis of the priorities laid down by the Fund within heading Article 4
and Article 5, but according to the progress status of the application
documents and the availability of eligible projects at the time when
applications are sent in; as a result, though reference to total applications is meaningful with regard to the Fund as a whole, these
applications vary in a comparatively erratic - and hence unforeseeable
and non-significant - manner when they are broken down according to
specific budget headings.
2. The Member States overestimate, sometimes seriously, certain applications for aid which subsequently prove to relate to projects which are
not carried out o.r are executed only in part. In this event the commitments are cancelled and the relevant sums are allotted to other
projects, sometimes in different fields, provided that cancellation
occurs in due time, i.e. before the end of the financial year; otherwise, the appropriations expire for good. Such accounting "shifts"
have a not inconsiderable modifying effect on the pattern of expenditure by sector and by their very size make any accurate forecasting
impossible.

3. Such attitudes force the Commission to adjust itself (transfer from
one Article to another within the same chapter of the Budget) and,
above all, to make every effort to obtain from the budgetary
anthori ties an adjustment of the internal structure of the ESF
Budget by means of transfers (from chapter to chapter) or carryovers (from one financial year to another).
it is impossi ~le to make meaningful forecasts of applications
for assistance by budget heading.

Th'.lS

bb) Appropriations for payment
• This being the case, the constraints on the assessment of appropriations
for payment may vary but are still very considerable.
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The financial procedures of the Social Fund appear relatively
complex in view of the inadequate control which the Fund has over
its aims and means. The undeniable efforts made in 1976 to speed
up payments in spite of the considerable increase in the amounts
involved have not resulted in any satisfactory progress being made.
The following table gives detailed forecasts for payments, cancellations and re-entries in respect of appropriations for 1975 and
1976. It shows that a total of 104 million u.a. of cancelled 1975 appropriations will have to be re-entered as appropriations for payment
in 1977 while appropriations for payment for 1978 will have to
include 120 million u.a. covering that portion of the ~ancelled
1976 appropriations which is to be re-entered.
e) Guidelines for 1977
When assessing the guidelines for 1977, the Commission took as its
basic assumption that unemployment would persist in 1977 despite the
economic recovery.
Assistance from the Social Fund would therefore be necessary :
• to continue to contribute to schemes for reducing unemployment and
underemployment in underdeveloped and declining regions
• to meet persistent imbalances

This justifies the increase of 100 million u.a. in the money made
available to the Social Fund. This amounts to a 19% increase on 1976
at current prices, i.e. a little less than the figure proposed by the
Commission for 1977 and 1978 in the previous annual report, namely
an annual increase of 20 to 25 %. This figure was approved by the
European Parliament in its Resolution of 15 January 1976. It refelcts
the new objectives assigned to the ESF by the Commission following
the enlargement of the Councilf these objectives also determined the
proposal that most of these increased resources av.qj_l.~bleto the
Social Fund should be allocated to schemes on behalf. of young people.
2. Forecasts for 1978
Although, given fle fully justified need for coherence, these
forecasts will from now on be part of the triennial. forecasts for
1977-1978-1979, it appears that the guidelines adopted by the
Commission for the 1977 financial year will for the most part be the
same for 1978.

-uHowever, it is particularly difficult to make forecasts for 1978,
i.e. beyond the key year 1977.
A certain reticence would seem in order, given the obligation incumbent on the Council to reexamine before 1 M~ 1977 the basic
decision of 1 February 1971 on the reform of the Social Fund.
It is impossible to prejudge the conclusions of this review, and in
particular the new guidelines for the Fund's activities or modifications of its intervention procedures which m~ result therefrom.
It should also be noted that all the Council Decisions concerning
Article 4~ except that of 19 December 1972 (agriculture), expire
in mid-1977. The decisions concerned include those of 27 June 1974
(migrant workers and the handicapped), of 22 July 1975 (young people)
and even the most recent of 9 February 1976 (textiles and clothing).
1977 is therefore a key years and any forecasts beyong that date are
particularly difficult.

("·)

FORECAST

P A Y ME N T S

0 F

Conspectus of appropriations for payment needed for

1977

A cumulative summary of forecasts is set out below, on the basis of :
(l) Appropriations for payment necessitated by
39% in 1979 and subsequent years)

1977 commitments (11% in 1977, 50% in 1978 and

(2) Appropriations for payment necessitated by 1975 and 1976 re-entries (104 and 120 million u.a.
in 1977 and 1978 respectively)

I

1977
1977
approps.
for
commitmen

50
500 agriculture/

CHAPTER

501
502
503

textile
young people
the handicapped
migrants

CHAPTER t;l

510 regions, techni511

cal progress and
firms
the handicapped

CHAPTER

52

520 pilot schemes

appropriations
for payment

1977

1975

commitrementa entries

1979
appropriations
for payment

1977
TOTAL

reentries

TOTAL

c~~~!tmenta

107-0

13

186.9
46.5

5
2.5
3.5

24
5
7

86
11.5
13.5

20
4.4
5

106
15-9
18.5

67
9
10-5

37 .'5

86 0

171.'5

70.6

34

76

12'3.'5
110

155

63

242.1
218

134
121

10

13.5

16.5

24.1

13

53

7

172
23
27

19
2.5
3.5

?4?
310
33
1.1

3.5

1·1

0.44

-

619.1

68.44

104.0

7.6

Possible
re-entries
token entry

20-5

token entry

token entry

0.44

0.33

172.44

309.33

and preparatory
studies
TOTAL Chap. 50+51+52

1976

49.4
20

18.0

49.0

eommitments

137.5
26.5

31.0
6

275

1978
appropriations
for payment

120.0

0.33

0.33

429-33

241.33

========================================================================================================================
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Summary table of operations agreed and carried out from 1972 - 1975 (in u.a.)
BELGIUM

YEARS

DENIWlK

FRANCE

ClERMANY

ITALY

UNITED KINGDOM

!IE!'HERLANDS

TOTAL

ARTICLE 4

1973
1974
1975
TOTAL

720.000,925.600,_ 2.!017.!0~0Ll~
).692.680,16

-

9. 562.841,5 3
9.266-377,06

u.585.699, 10
16.280.983,46

__823.!3l3L31 __ _ ~6.!9£6.!620L7_!; _
853.333,34
45· 735-909,30
~--

~

7. ""·"'·"'
231.536,41

l2.!3£3.!920L8l 1!·F~·~52,£9
60.170.673,99 19.310.092,30

----

------

"·"'· 75
4-420.814,76

--

_3~·I6J.£12r13_

37.222.952,94
--

~----------------

_ _

-

=-- ___
-

807 .)20,44
861.137,85
_2.!1!3.!8~0Ll~

1.890.000,-

25.)ll.281,22
47.030.866,34

8.044-366,80
_ _

~1.!5l0.!7~1L6£

3. 782.388,45

31.465.148,40

40.275,16
5.020,00

1.921-933,70
5·961.905,90
5-853.245,85

55-505.820,00
54.227.892,96

_31-121,~4-

- ~-~22-£2~,_!0_

101.720,10

22.562.107' 55

___

_1~9.!82l.!OJ1L3~ _.

202_.233.178,38

ANTICLE 5
l. 740.967,12

-

6.476.551,42
5.618.059,34

5.054-446,66
ll.967 .640,00

_5_:_9I0.!1_!;1LO£

_8.!0~3.!524L9d

1972
1973
1974
_ !9I5 __
TOTAL

19.805.688,83

-

25.105.641,59

-

10.ll6.530,05
10.381.552,58
18.661.347,28
__ _ li-~2I·J8£,~-

--

9.080. 718 '72
9.636.666,05

- 4_!-221·16£.16

_!1.! 127 .!5_!6L6£

~2,:.7~7.!6~7L21

29.914-901,37

180.100.428,52

104.122.788,89

53.936.810,51

-

8. 317.850,86
20.6o9. 749,44
33.670.728,13

"!

23.000,10

5· 765.244,56
43.657.256 ,o4
67-910.260,68

ARTICLE 4 + ARTICLE

_

_8~.roz.~31•i8 ____

198.440.947.44

27.885.526,39
156.768.275,92
207 .5so.a60, 29
- ~4_!;._23~·17~.~5-634.141.034,85

5

_:;:;J.~ ;~;'2;~l;!". ;~ :;:-~ . ;~:2.! : :; ~ "!.: : ~ l;~ ~: 1: ~ ": !J. !:!:~.;: . L:~:!~- .! ~;~ ~ :~!. _.J_~!;: !~: :
1972
1973
1974

1.140.967,12
7-196.551,42
6.543.659,34

. !.915_ _ _ 8.!0!_7.!121L1~

5-054-446,66
11.967.640,-

10.116.530,05
19.9-11-394,ll
27.927.724,34

_8.!9d6.!8~8L2l ___ 11.!7d4.!0IlL3_! _

8.317.850,86
32.195-449,14 9.787.019,52
49-951.711,59 16.868.202,46

lJ.!8~8.!421L2_2

2~·262•l7!r~9

5.765.244,56
43-696.374,79
72-331.075.44

23.ooo,1o
40.275,16
5.020,00

_92·23£.~8~,~7-

_ J3-14~4L8i _

1.921.933,70
6.769.226,34
6.714.433,70

57-395.820,-62.272.259,76

!_0.!9J8~9£2L2~ __ 1_!0.!2d8.!0_!6L08_ _ _

27.335.526,39
182.079.557,14
254-531.726,63

_3p.!8~7.!40Jr,27 __

__

EUROPEAN SOCIAl FUND
(Art. 125 of EEG Treaty and Council Decision of 1

Feb~ary

1971)

TRENDS IN BUDGETARY ALLOCATIONS
Unit : million u.a.

1972

450

1973

1974

1976

1975

~:

440,0

Unit : million u.a.
Total Social Fund Budget
(Art. 125 EEC + Council
Decision of 1 Feb. 1971)
New Social Fund
~Total for operations
under Art. 4 + Art. 5 of
Decision of 1 Feb, 1971)
New Social Fund
(Operations under Art. 4
of Decision of 1. Feb.l971)

400r-----------t-----------~----------~--~~~--~----------_j
365,2

~
,, 3Ss,o

3 50

~~-t-------~~-,,-.~.~-.-.~.~.~.~.~.~~t=~~~--------------+-------------------~

300

~~------,-sz-.~.~.~·~lr~~----------------1---------------------~------------------__j

~~'t·A "' ,,

...

30r9··

~ ~ p..~;·"

250

f'\~" •' , ..

..
,. •' ,

.~

200

150

100

so

.
,'
L97,5

---

~~;:
153;4r

/

-~-

.

42P•'

\"'···

s - .... ,

-

•'

.·6·a·a···
... - -

.-60/0

Art.12s
-

-

-

!'~·-

---

.. ···

. ·······
-

209,~

- - - - 245,0-

'

-

,..,~ ~:.

:,'Art 1 25

.. •

-/;v

5

222,2

. , .· j ,

--------,-

270,0

'

-

-

-

{>.rt. 4

......

·lno"o

•••••••••

.... ·········

I

98,8
60 0

~

.....

'

<"'1r-

" '3s.o ~-·
• ._· ~ t. 1:<s
~
•'' •
' ~ , 110 2
Art. 125
I
0. I
• 7.5
-1.'"' - -- - - - - - -1
JFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASONDJFMAMJJASOND

.·

.

12

1972 ~ 97,5

=100%

'

24

1973 = 282,2 = 289,4%;

170,0

36

1974 = 367,9 = 377,3%

.

1975 = 365,2 = 374,6%

48

_-- --

Nt:!W Social Fund
(Operations under Art. 5
of Decision of 1. Feb.l97l)
------'Old Socia1 fund
.
(Art. 125 of EEC Treaty)

ANNEX 3 - Table I.

!rnl EUROPI!iA!I SOCIAL FUND

A.rlic::le 5 (of the COlllloil Decision of 1.2.1971)

Summary statement of appropriations for the 1972 financial year a.ffeoted to operations reoEWing aid from the European Social Fund
:Breakdo11tl by beneficiary Member States and by intervention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed'""Siid""''thoae approved after amendment of the programmes prese~ted by the Member States.

-::-------,-

~~!~~ention

~....~!~

BELGIQUE

DA1'J!.ARK

'Initial approval
; Reductions in agreed

REGIONS

Df.'JT5C.HL"ID

,"o.~~~-.-0-5

-

: programmes
I
Reallocated approved:
approp7iationa
I
Reconm'll. tm~:nts

i

I

~

Ij

..

1

I

l::

-·

!

~15.536

-

.

934 09

~-

l

216 2
• 95,ZO

!

5-095.692,56

l

1.339.1o4,oo

~,.4.154.889,37

1-

~

...

II - - -- ---- j

1

l

"'

l

Reductions in agreed
programmes
Reallocated approved!

I

R~~~~fi!~i:e

·-

1

5.317.850,96

TOTAL

1:

669.552,00

-j

i

·n8.4z8,4o

I
I

Recommit111ents

i

-

0.224,946,33
216.295,20

17.1;.4. 156,31

l

14.530.2'?2,7)

i-4.!:>.24.441,3:;'
_
1

7t8.4z8,4c

II 8.987.402,96

669.552,00

t---

i
UNDERTAKINGS ' Ini 1:ial approval
Reductions in agreed<
programmea

1

-

1.921~933,70

I

~·

Initial approval

TECIINICAL
PROGRESS

27~575.;9?,84

..

1

...
..

TOTAL

-

·,3.191.168,7}

1

j

Unit : u.a.

~~TED KINGDOM
--~

- tlf.DF:RLAT;D

1.C2L9.B,70

t

10.224,946,:53

•

'""

I !!1;::;:,~-;;IG

ITALIA

I

;10.1;6.530,05

TOTAL

IRELArlD

~;~~~;r!~f0 ~provedi
TOTAL

I

Initial approval
1.740.967,12
1
Reductions in agreed·
programmes
·Reallocated approved!
appropriations
Recommitments

HANDICAPPED

~t'1a1

appi'Qval
T~4·o.967.12
Reductions in agreed

pRrogrlammetsd

-

J

ealloca e approve..,
1
appropriations
. Recommitments

!

I

TOTAL

i

'

zoo.ooo,oo

/-

2oo.ooo,oo ·

j 10.116.5}0,o5,

I
i

--,~-

!
J

!

:-

I

! 1.?40.967,12

;-

10.116.530,05!

!

-

;

23.000,00!
'

i

17.o76.038,09 ·
J
,

2.3.ooo,oo·

i

-

j'-11.094.498,33

718.428,40/

-

~-

-

:

8.,;1?.850,96j

1

j
...

200.000,00

oo,oo'

4.154.889,37 i

216.295 1 .20

1.963.967,1.2

1.76,.967,12'

1 .921.9,,70

1

44.069 .. 6.37,69

I

-15.249.387,7(!

,

9Yt-72},6o

t

..

I 5.765.244,56'

2}.000,00

1.921.9.3.3,70;

I

i
) __

13.191.168,73:

z; .. oca,oo

I

1.740.957,12

• TOTAL
TOTAL

1

'

I

l

i -···-'

i
I

i•

I

I

!

27.885.526...,

ANNEX 3 - Table 2

1m1 El:JRO!'EAN SOCIAL FUND
Artiolo 4 (of the Council Decision of 1.2.1971).

UNit : u.a.
'rtiTED !o:WGDDM J

TOTAL

4}0e8oo,--·/z4.502.655 1 21
- 2.77E .. 3S7.30

Bo7.320,4-4 J

39-118,75!

l

-

.

43().800,-- j21.?26.267,91

1.459.200,-J

3.565.013,31

1 1.459.2oo,-- 1

.;.585.o,,,,,

I
I

39.11B,15j

i

Initial approval
I
Reductions in agreed. !

AGBICULTURE &
TEXTILES

pro g;oammes

Reallocrtt<t approved ·11
6
~~~r t:e~¥~
:

I

. TOTAL

j

! Initial approval
'
! Reductions in agreed r
1 programmes
I
Reallocated approved I
appropr1atione

YOUTH

HA!IDICAPPED

Recollllll:i tments

;

'!'OTJ.L

'

Initial approval

r------

j

I

l

I

programmes
Reallocated approved

1

!

, appropriations

'

~ T~';~imml. tments

i

1

II

Redu_ctions in agreed

I

I'

1

--~~

1

I

l

'

I

•

I

1

1

,

;

i

'
1
•

i

I
/

i'

1'

i
1

1

'

I

J

:

Initial approval
Reductions in agreedi
programmes
\

TOTAL

Realloo~te~ approvedj

approprJ.atJ.pns

i T~~~~i tmenta

Initial approval

70TAL

!

!
'

Redtletions in agree~
ro a:nmes
He~ooated aPprove
appropriations
Recommitments
!
: ToTAL

I

!

9.562.841 .5~

720.000,--

39.118,75/

80?. 320,44

!

1- 2.776.}87,}0

I
I

i

?20.000,--

j

r 9~562.841,5}

I

}9~ 118,75i

I

I

807.320,44

1.Sc;?o.ooo,--i 25.,1 1.281,22

AliNEX 3 - Table 3

liEW E;UROPEAlf SOC! AL FIJBD

Article

5 (of tho Council Decision of 1.2.1971)

SUmmary stateme.tlt of appropriations for the 1973 f~ial year affected to op.,ra;tiona recEiving aid from the European Social Fund
Breakdown by beneficiary Member Sta.tea and by inte:t"Vention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed and those approved after amendJ:aent of the programmes presented by the Member States.
UNIT : u.a.
=~:=r~~---~-----,,---,-B-ELG--IO_U_E----;--DA-!iM-ARX--0-D_EU_T_S_CHL-AN-D--0
,-F-R-A-NC_E_ _II_I_RE-LA_N_D__(I-IT_A_L_IA_ _ilr_-L_U_X,.-:-B-OU_R_U_(INE_D_ER_L_A-ND--,r-N-ITE··- ~~~t~G~~-,~--TO-T_AL
_ __
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:Inl.tial approval

5-005.658,00

1,571.113,,

,;i;r::r:di:p:::; I --

--

appropriations

Recomm:i tmenta

1.571.113,n

I 5-D05.65B.oo

TOTAL
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PROGRESS

-

}.~62.978,13 ~7-773.583,5'>

--

3.962.978,13

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed

I

i

-

'

256 .. 20?,20

I

6.4o5.87},6o

250 .. 000,00

,.20}.333,,

l

6.418.5?4,45
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Initial approval

7 .. 410.06),:59 ;

10.381.552,58

i

'

I
?.410.06,,>9 J
22.?60.130,98

approved

appropriations

i

I

Reductions in e.greed

~~~=t:d

i

416 .. 6oz,z,

j

955.460,00

'

2.199.118,~ :

41+2~67-'+,7z

1

,

416 .. 6o2'.z1

i

546.51Z ..4o
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1.000.000,00

- I
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-

j

1.150.J81,~ 1
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j

- ,

-
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j

i
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I

!
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-

l
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-
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1-

1 11 • .~to,.8?\91

I

-
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I
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i
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!TOTAL
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approved ,
appropriations
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;TOTAL

,_ 15'>-576,.. ,
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I! 6.4o5~87},6o I

~~Jl=~=d

TOTAL

39.Z18.65,.e,J

-

! 6.158-944.74 !
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!

.lt-1.,?:;.)8«',5
-

41?.539,}1

, ~~Ji=~=d approved
appropriations
· Reoommi tmente
Initial approval
j 1.. ~70-89~,%2
·Reductions in agreed !

-

256.207,20

I

,TOTAL

,.,1.906.07 147.... 0.>20,00 1151.696.623.,

I

1:1.5?5.}82:86
Z}-9Z'9,97

1?.z}l+.lto -

1.975.963,20

7-5?6.484,05 !

·-
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I -

' 1.ooo.ooc.oo
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~~afi=~:d approved
appropriations

Initial approval
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- I -

732.842.23

! ?.o4o.741,31
~

Reoommi tment a

UIIDERT AJITNGS

~-

1.993.1~7,60 180.81?.~66,~

-

=
5.961.905,90

1-44.924.099,<>6

- 1 .. 19~ .. 170,75

55.505.820,00 J156.?68.275,9Z

liDI EIJROPEAN SOCIAL FUND
Article 4 (of the Council Decisiion of 1.2.1971)

ANNEX 3 - Table 4

Summary statement of appropriations for the 1972 financial yeru: affected to operations receiving aid fro~ the Eu.ropean Social Fund
Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by intervention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved ~mmitted and those approved after amendment of the programmes presented by the Member States.
UNIT : u.a.

-·
INTERVENTION
SECTOR
AGRICUlTURE

BELGIQUE

'BUDGETARY
TREATMENT

IReductions in agreed
Initial appl'oval

prograJliii.ea

Reallocated approved

1

295~000,-

-

Di.NM.AH!t

-

-

DEUTSCHLAND

fRANCE

6 .. ,571.)06,01

14.809.61? '79

3. 118.600,4.2

-

22.540,98

I'l'ALIA

IRELAND

-

Lun>!I!Ol1l!G

-

578 .. '+01 ,20

-

11.200,01

-

~1U''!£L ~iHJ;.;:Ir'.

I!EI7ERLAND

861.187,85

!<lUI.

r

Yo9-69Z,OO 126-58}.805,Z7

-

-

69.700,80

-

10}.It41,79

appropriations
Recoaani tments

TOTAL

,.mnEs

26.1t8o.)6,,48

! Initial approval
Reductions in agreed

7.181.245,5?
- 1.}88.002,97

~~~=f:d

approved
appropriations
Recommitments
63C.OOO,-

TO TAt

AG:i!ctltT!JRE t.

-

-

approval
Reductions in agreed

TEXTILES

~~~=~:r:l

approved

appropriat~ona

635.01!:~

2.652.459,02

r Initial

,25

5~6.600,80

721.564,53

185. 1~0,8?.

2.974.046,40

1.~16.424,52

-

-

812.50},20

-

1P8.9:!i1 ,20

-

YOUTH

I
I

Ini ti
Reduc

1t:5.1B0,82

2.".61.543,20

-

1 .627.49}, 32

15-915,60
-

-

--

Recommitments

ITOT A!.

I

56? .. 600,- 1

-

~

5-'q,_z:.z,60
'·9"1-5t?.,..
1.001.4}4,40

15.915,60 1 ;.900.13'2,94

tJ:

app;aval
~ons ~n agreed

~rYiammea

e located approved
appropriations
1 Recommitments

I TOT4L

HANDICAPPED

I

I nit i a1 approval
Reductions in agreed
programmes
'
Reallocated approved
appropriations
Recommitments

211.5'52,00

TOTAL

MIGRANTS

1 Initial approval
Reductione in agreeC
programmes
Reallocated a.pproveC
appropriations
RecoDUDi tments
TCTAL

TOTAL

1 Initial approval
Reductiona in agreed

h~~ff::;:d

approved
appropriations
Recommitments
TOTAL

65. 15},01

600,00

-

600,00
925.600,00

925.6oo,ool

-

-

--

-

-

65.15:5,01

4)9.614 ,60

9.288.918,04

16.305.921,75

-

22.540,98

-

9.26~.:S,?:',o6j

-

-

340.553,60

-

1.:575-992,00

I

-

I

-

-

-

129.4f!:5,ZO

-

1.152 .. 802,11

B-89}.Z}0,8216_}42_314,27
-1.921.~99,51

,_,1,~}6,41j4_4zo_e14,?6 I

-

-_1.078.C11,6}

i.-:>t.s.c,..,,..;o

8'6-940,-1
-

--

-

--

3.~4}.0'tCI' ,23

5}6 .. 940,-,

,_.,_,,,, ''"' ·"'·"

1.28.<!'.285,31

24.938,29 - 1 .. 661.~94,41

~6.2f0.983,46

-

555 .. 635,74

2•5.oe2,14

439.6111,60

-

I

?.213.9f~.zcl

- ~~--:o1,2oj-

861.187,85

6.34:5~920,-i

-

1?9.4t'},2(1

8.002.089,72

8_114-06?,6~~50.'l31-24C,}}
69. 7oo,8c - } .. 700,.37:5,99

I

861-18?,8;1

B-o"'-}66,Bol 4?-030-866,,..

(a-)

Jrnl EIJROPEAI! SOCIAL Fmlll

A!lliEX 3 - Table 5

Article 5 (of the Council Decision of 1.2.1971)

Summary statsm"'lt of appropriations for the 197 ~cial. year affected to operations receiring aid from the Elu'opean Social Flmd
Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by internntion sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed and those approved after amendment of the programmes presented by the Member States.

IBtJ1lGE'l'ARI

INTERVENTION
SEC'RlR

UBIT

BELGIQUE

DANMARK

FRANCE

DEUTSCHLAND

OOIONS

=

TE CHNICAL

-

Ini ti a1 approval
l!ednotions in agreed

p OGRESS

progr~e~

-

· Realloc"tt<l- approved
. a.pproprl.a 1ons
Reoomm.i tment s

-

:TOTAL

UNTERTAK!BGS

I

j

I

=

-

I

i

/

I I -

I

I

I

I

738.181,44

I

i TOTAL
i

4.654.074,00

i

i 12.188.443,17j

I·

-

I 5.618.059,34

12.848.24a,o;

1

64.165.346,17

412.221,60

846.400,00

-

19.003,901 ,92

88o.6oo,oo

-

-

5-239.579,04

966.816,00
I

!

-

-

718.4?8,40

i

i

j

11.967.64a,ooj 18.6o1,">47,2R! 33.67a.728,13j

'

l'

I

1

I

'

i

I

I

I
I
I

I

!
I

- t18.720.783,60
I !
5-020,00 I 3.712.430,93 !44.597.052,96
-

-

-,

-

I

-

-

I

-

I

!

-

i

-

I

-

I

I

I

-

216.295,20
157.625.63.. ,06

I

5.194.267,20

-

-

594-910,80

-

I

-

f

i

65.401.734. 89

7!8-428, ~ 0

5-317.784,80

483.533,51

1.224.285.35

3.68o.1o1 ,oo;

2.140.814,92!

876 .J20,o•!

,oo!

2,140.81~ ,92

5.020,00 '

l

;

•
5.o2o,oo

1

I

!
f

I

-

i-18.720.783,601-68.586.152,10

-

1'

i
5.853-245,85 1
1
-

I

i

43.303.155,ze

9-630.840,-

,

-

216.295,20:

l

875. }20,0(

5.853.245,85 i 72.948.676,561275-202.288 ,7S

I

;

-

44 .. 259. 1+75,28

i
i

I

2.803. 781

9-630.840,-

l

I

I
i

63.317.836,56 222.811 ,07<o.J5

l

- 1,713.186,41

9-636.666,051 67.910.26o,68:
I

3-712.4 30,93

1.713,186,~1

/

-

TOTAL

2-937.471.76

0

-

f

NITED KINGDOM

-

2.196. 719,92

24.1>-5,93 !.1.259-94o,oo .-44.594.259,61 ·

-

-

-

i 10,896.606 05 I/112.288.225,09 <

32.976.425,66

342.554,64

I
I'
I

.

388.8oo,oo

457.6oo,oo

966.816,00 i

-

12.188.443,17;

-

-

206.110,80

•

I

I

B.461.168,85

I

-

216.295,20!

-

- i

!

!

'
.
I

-

I

5.239-579,04

:

-

-

!i

Initial approval
I 8. 381-.9~7. 66
I
-Reductions in agree~
programmes
1-2.763.888,32
Reallocated approvedj
appropriations
. Recommitments
.
-

l

I

?18 .. 428,40 1

i

-

_ 206:110,80

. TOTAL

I

TOTAL

~
738.181,4~

l

I

:

' Initial approval
: Rednotions in agreed j
' programmes
' Reallooa~ed approved
appropriations
1
i Reoommi tment~:~
1

'

I

-

I

NEDERLAND

5.020,00

- 1.053.829 ,zo -41.615.953,20

' 3-935.645,60 !

-

r

9.514.998,05 105.565.0o4,17

-

-

LUX~BOURO

. -

-

I

=

I

'Initial approval
1 1.489.547,82 ( 8.923.333,33
Rednotions in agreed!'
1
pro!:!"ammes
I
Reallooated approvedj'
;
appropri aU ons
Recommitments
I
i
:TOTAL
I 1.489.547,82 8.923-333,33

HANDICAPPED

I-

IT ALIA

IRELAND

ITRE~
!
3.924.906,67
6,815,458,75 23.063.019,58
6.892.399,84
Initial IJI>proval
'
!.
I
R<Mlnctions in agreed
iprosrsmmes
·.I_ 2.763.888,32 - 88o.6oo,oo 1- 342.554,64
24.125,93
I
. Reallocated approved
• appropriations
. Reeommi tments
·TOTAL
4.128.511,52
3.o44.306,67 16.472.904,11 123.038.;93,65

u.a.

1

;'

l
:

-

1
J

934.723.6o

"·"'·'"'"/"'·'~·"'-"

NEW EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUliD

Arhclo 4 (of the Council Decision of 1.2.1971)
SUmmary statement cif appropriations for the

1975

Annex J - Table 6

financial year affected to operations recEWlng aid from the European Social FUnd

Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by intervantion sector

Unit

Compensation between amounts initially approved and comiDltted and those approved after .am.e..."l&zlent. of the programmes presented by the.Niember States

I

INTERVENTION
SECTOR

BUWETANJ: .. ,

TRE_ATMEBT

;Initial approval

,A.GR1CULTURE

!Reductions in agreed
;programme
ifecommitm.:mts
!TOTAL

!Initial approval

Ttl TILES

Reductions in agreed
programme
Recommitments
TOTAL

I

I
1
/

BELGIQUE

}26.96o,--

Reductions in agreed
programme
Recommitments

DEUTSCHLAND

-

.lt.~4o.016,4o

-

-

.

-

-

i

}26.960

-

.lt • .lt4o.016,ltO

_

1.575.31~,131

I

..
694.000,-

-

I

-

1.575.)19,13

I

..

-

-

I

620.88?,<91

~-

-

1
759.145,141

-

..

-

I1

'·992.83(1,80

•

Initial approval

Reductions in agreed
programme
Recommitments
, TOTAL

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed
programme
Recommi tmenta

HANlJI CAPPED

TOTAL

tlifffal. Eipproval

MIGRANTS

Reductions in agree
programme
Recommitments

i
TOTAL

..

..

• 6.668.42<),64)
1
1

-

..

..

986.500,--

8,.))3,3'1

85).}33,3'1

2:4.soo,1

l Ini tiel approval

Reductions in a] greed programme
/ Recommitments

7.790.829,99/

i

?38.43(l,42J

-

1-

-

I

1.}90.017,751

.

i

i

I TOTAL

1,)90.017,75

15.120,1,

I

=
2.olo1.080,1i

.I

I

85}.)}3,}11

iI

I

-

2.797.878,,

-

26.906.690,71

I

II

I

I

I
I

I

I

4.5~5.?88 9 11i

-

-

I

I

i

I -

I- 8.792.1o~,o,l

i

6 .. ,86.111,~I

'

t

.

i

1,.,72 ..

255.,

32.763.0!19,.\~

.,
I

I

I
!

I

I

-

-

-

-

35 .. 142.26?,75

6}?.141,2:0 121.628.318,?2
-

1

-2 .. 924.641,26

63?.141,20 1 1B.?o, ... 6??.4~

3.:3()6.940, 111

84.180,115.178.2~6,)~

·- 5.08?.070,03

}45.303,86' 5.246.?60,--

1.626.400,8~- 1.2}8.81t8,-1
-

-

345.}0},861 5.246.760,-1 )5.142.267,75.

I,

2.849.551 9 2d

-

.,.9,..,~0'

5.856.0'<?,43

14.784,-11~.938.361,1}

}37.98),6

84.180,-

j- 5.)56.680,4}

II

1

I

I
12.913.127,32!

,

-

-

1.9n.B58,11

_

-

- I

698.55 ... ~0

14.1184,-118.025.'+31,16

-

1 .. 223. 15~

''·?2:9.}56,72

6~8.56~,4o 1 ,,186.793,45

!

:
Z9.586.995,9~ 20.702 .. 662:,1~ 52.542.6;.2,99~

3.2.}03.990,8

: I
I
620,165,?5

~

59· :l!l2.~!- 9. ,6.341 ,4 -19.779.62,,,0,
2.??6.)87,,
25.934,4
1
85).)}},}1.

-

2.727.7'+4,-

I

_

- I -

'
2-797.878,~

-

10.3}?.55Z,,1!

-

.

z6.906.690,?1

I

i

59.392,.&!-

12 .. 532:.907,?~ L____:_79.037,9,

15 .. 120,1~

2.047.080, 1t\

j

roTAL

I ~.1?7.1}3,10

}.16Z.7?5,20

75'>.281,771'- 4}5.0)1 0 ZO ~-8 ...~.133,68
2.776.)87,)10

!

}37.98),6l12.91).127,:52;

I

-

6.668.<29,64,
12.S,2.907 1 79

24~500,-~

7.790.829,99/

)

I

TOTAL

1

!

986.500,--

-

620,.165, 75

j

1 TOTAL
YOUTH·

I

5()6.2:15,47

.
875-951,09 i

... 2.723.375,83- 2.363.694,20

956.858,2:2

I

I

6.218.711,~

13.920, .... - 5.}42.760 .... ,
25.9}4 ,4o
6}2.901,8J

956.888,u 1 6.?16.206t6'

-

I

u.a..

1

IpN1'1'ED JC!NGDCJI!
-·

NY.DEliLAND

'1,260.4~7 ••~

J.JI+9.20i,4o

,

759.145,14

..

-

I

LUX~BOURG

-ll.992.6lt4,81 - 2.04i! .. 1?,,,a-;
5.,101.,20BtJt.o
1.307.031,,0

-

2.7?6.J87,30
j19.}20.210,95

..
..

I

ITALI.A.

10 .. 09}.85},21

16.54}.82,,.65

6~4.ooo,-l

IRELAND

FRANCE

..

Initial approval

AGRICULTURE C.
TE:ITILE

DANMAR!t

642.195,081 12.205 .. ?88,-

I :
:
J

1-

I

:

642.195,081 12.205.788,-

32-31.}.435.86
-B. 792.145,03

2}.521.290,6)

2.868.161 0 93 If 21.965.812,801157.473. )8o,o~
7s4.za,,n

I

-

1

2.,,.880,16

-

1

435 .. 031,20 -30.,a4.6?o,4,
2 .. 8o2.321,7c
21.530.781.60.129 .. 891.031,!2

NEW EllROPEAN SOCIAL FUND

ANNEX 3 - Table 7

Article 5 (or the Council Decision of 1..2.1971)
SUmmary statement of appropriations for the 1975 financial year affected to operations recairing aid trom the Ehropean Social F\J.nd

Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by intervention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed and those approved after amendment of the programmes presented by the Met~~ber States.

Unit : u.a.
IN'I'ERVEN'NO!l

sE:C'ii<ia

BUDGETARY
TREAT!>!ENT

REGIONS

lni tial approval

DEUTSCHLAND

DANMANK

HELGiqUE

8.58}.200t10

4.496.888,Z?

FRANCE

I
I

!-

1-

Recommitments
TOTAL

-

i

4.496.888,271

5.,08.500,--

-

I

TOTAL

!

Initial approval

Recommitments

l

TOTAL
Initial approval

417.539 ,,1,

661.611

}.}}}.}}},,,

1-

Initial approval

'l'OT.tL

1

55-581.12~},511

5.439.}}0,11

j

82.288.02.1t,O ,206.6}9.224,24

}01.}66,81

892.855,601

35.2.888,12

i

127.5?5,60)

15}.258,-

-

-

4.496.}17,~~

210.806,6~
6.980.4?2,8

.2 .. 1}5.655,?4~

661.611,-

14.827.,So,6o

9.244 .. 811,10.
2}6:8o;',-l

16.?28,-j

1.290.892,29

.}r

6.694 .8}2 .6'1~

1 •• 70.}59

1.4?0.}59~

4J.09?.72o,}4i 18.?24.702,6:J!

/

I

417.539,31·1

1?.234,.1t~

14.827-380,60. 41.524.460,46111.197.516,69

i

I

. - . __ _._______1.._,_, •.•

l
.I

2}0. 160,-

l

I
I

I

i

-

-

5.1}0 .. )69,~

33.424,8~

3.0J2.8o;,B7

ei

,,_sao, ....

8 .. 825-022,10 ~10.401.111 ,44

62 .. 767.~7.~

I-

5.Z1}.985M
, .. 4-42.2:2~ 19

I

1.62.it,84

6 .. 189.050,40: 28.967.08o.B5

i

i

9,

•• 558.}06,92

1- 1.564.46},20

1.621t,S~'

23.929 ..

i

6.189.o:;o,~to 1 JQ.529.919,21

1.564.46,,zq

128.226.?6z ..

451.8?51>4
417.5~1

1.?71.75q.i!:.lt
31.800, ... ; ;.o;.2.Bo;,B?

~21.693 .. 876,96

-1.990.799 .. 19!- 7.544.420,4- 65.48}.025,6!

I
I

!

352:.@88, 12

-

I

I

•·592.64!,25
-

- }.205.425, 11Ji

1

;
&.08}.5~.9

5-970.111,-

6.980.47Z,B6i

2,0. ~6o.-~

i

16. 728 .. -

_ I-

Reductions in agreed
j'
programme
- 3.274 .. ?0o .. 1o Recommitments
TOTAL

21.69}.876 ,9 -94. 765.056,2<
_
... 1 .. 164J7

210.806,.,

Reductiona in agreed
programme
Recommitments
TOTAL

1

I

2.1}5.655,74!

i-

.1

765.280,- ;

2,.,,,,,1

TOT At.

,6, i

2}.929,971

148.108,8

490.133.:n

NEDERLAND
5-~~-~ .. 330,11

_.

17.2}/+,4
9-562.320,4

}.061.870,-1

1- 2J6~8oo,-

Reductions in agreed·
programme

HANJliCAPPED

I

1?1.042,04i

LUX:'"'BO'JRG

16.9}6.248.4~ ,,6.142.757.1?

.

12 •.691.724,86: 31.2?1.}10,98

I

Reoommi tmenta

UNDERTAKINGS

-

2.815.::572,731

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed!
I
programme

IT ALIA

1.819. 757 t 15 - ?.391. 162.40 - 60.585.561

j

I

TECHNICAL
PROGRESS

:n.091.o68,,,

12.,.691.?24,86!

Reductions in agreed!
programme
3.274.?00.10

IRELAND

1.624,84

!

33.424,84

8.825 .. 022, 10 / SS.?o7 • .2JI+,48

!

1.699-666,00.223.622,27
1.60.328,52

41.936.}72,25

NEll !IJROPEAN SOCIAL JiUJiD

Article 4 (o:f the CouncU Decision of 1.2.1971)

ANNEX 3 - Table 8

Summar,y statement of appropriations for the 1976 financial year affected to operations recei:ling aid from the Ehropean Social FUnd

(I)

Breakdown by beneficiary Member States abd by interventi'Oii'"'Beotor
Compensation between amounts initially approved and co~ ~d thosa approved a:fter amendlnant of the programmes presented by the Member States

.

.

·I·=·~

_ , 1.,;;,....

SECTOR

, TREATI!ERT

. I~itial approval

AGRICULTURE

-

_I

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed
programmes
Realloc~tec;t. approved
appropr1at1ons
Recommitments
'l'OTAL

TEXT IUS

1

I

127.000,--

-

J 4.705.601,09

54,.roo,-i

-

I

-

_

I

TEITlLES

·

TOTAL

..

_

-

..

-

-

TOTAL

I

I

n.o26,91l 8.288.730,37
1-4.258 •• 57,40

I

575:690,61

I

1

j

-

!

8.904.?5?,28

I

4.258 .. 45?,40

1-

I

4.794.646,5

4.646.299,88

1

15.079-282,93

1.6}:.376,7•

- ,.129.1-'t8,19

I

1

l

r

1
.!

i

11 -950.1~.?4 ~

,3.162.269,8

l'i

Initial approval
1
Reductions in agreed 1
programm.es
1
Reallocated approvej
appropriations
Reommili tments
TOTAL

I

i

I

_l

32-370·9~

187.081 ,?~

I

83.511

.o1

I-

-

_-,,

ID3.57Dt:T5

44,3.2'63,94.

1.696.,,,,1~

2.69~·999,601

i

1 10.831 .5,;6,88
·- 1.689.107,73:

I

i

-

!

-

32. 370,9~

443.263,941

1.896.}43,1

,.018.370,91

5.164.868,45!

10.404.456,8

-

I

- I

1.018.370,91

Ii

l

1.255.200,00

!

·.1

i
16.003,42

!

I

I

li

I

I

-

..

1 ,.946.199,80

I

i

-

1-

63.511 ,o

i

1

I

I

J

I

10. }20.945,8

-

.
1. 7}0:807

9.142.429,15;

-I -

5.646.566,4>

'·7J0.8o?,67

-

I
1
I

159.885,601 4.625.170,56
-

- 1.338.?11,01

159.685,601 3.286.459,57
. 14.9}4.322.,75

,_ 1.689.

~07,73

'

8 .. 079-919,19,46.266 .. 788,62/
- 2.4:n.352,77 _,z.8'+9.o18,1t4!

-

i
5.164 .. 868 ,45!

15.891 .ooo,oo

I

i

I-

f

316.000,~

4. ?61.524 ,Be;!

i

778 .. 595,4,

I
I
16.003,42 J

20.652.524,89

I

j

I

l

291 .868,80j21.251.800,26

..OJQ.27Z,971

73.026 t9

?78,595,4

I

1

48L698,--Iz4.76s.?to,6s

I

I

,16.000,--{

TOTAL

11:19 .. 829,20~ ,.507-910,}9

I

I

TOT~

575:690,6'1

5.603.9}3,52 I

-

I

1

u.a.

1

NITED KINGDOM

800.9?6,07 -2.517.105,12

2.4, .269,68

I
l

I

NEDERLAND

I

Initial approVal
Redtlc::tions in· aareed j
programmes
1
Reallocated approved
appropriations
.
Reoom:ni tm.ents

MIOHANTS

7.542.4,;6,561

·

TOTAL

Initial ~proval
Reductions in agrt:!ed
programmes
Reallocated approved
appropriations
Recommitments

-

-

I

3.212.245,7518.121.0,8,04

I
,.

-

Reductions in agreed
prograrm:nes
Reallocated approved
appropriations
Reoommi tmenta
HANDICAPPED

-

LUXE:'' BOURG

1

i
j

Ini tTOl .,..proval

?.542.436,561

I

-

II

5'-J.OOo,-j

1

YOUTH

4.705.601,09

-

Unit

I

lTALIA

IRELAND

FRANCE

-

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed
1
programme•
Reallocated appTQvad /
appropriations
Recommitments
[
TOT~
.

J.GliiCULTUli:E It

~

I

-

I -

W.E~~t:~¥~·

I!OTAL

~··

127.000 1 - -

Reductiona in agreed
programmes
ReaHoc~tod .,..proved

-·.

.:~

.

I

I

}3.417.770,1~

!

,671

2.}06:496,481_

i

I

il

I
2.3()6.498,48 i

(I) Decisions of appzooval taken i.-: .1974 and 1975 by drewing on the commitment authorizations entered into the budget for the two financial years,
plus the comm.i tati!l1tB coiTespond.ing to the firSt traJ:lohe ot Com.t~iasion approvals_ decided in ~976""
_.

13.245.215,02

641.583,6<j7J.882.466,15
189.829 ,2q-15.55$. 7,1 ,42'

451.754,4Q 56.}26.774,73

AIINEX 3 - Taole

NEW ElJROPEAN SOCIAL ruJ1D
Articl•
Summary statement

()f

5

9·

(of the Council Decision o:f 1.2.1971)

appropriations for the 1976 financial year af'fected to operations rec$ring aid from the European Social Fund {I)

Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by intervention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed and those approved a.f'te:r amendment nf the programme presented by the Member states
INTERVEN'I'ION
SEC'!"OR

BUDGETARY
Initial apprOVal
Reduotiona in agreed,
programmes
Reallocated approved

JIEGIONS

J)!:UTSCHLAND

DANMARK

BELGIQUE

TREATME!lT

1.815.2?9,!9

811.000,00

ITALU

IRE!J.ND

FRANCE

LUX~BOURG

I 1'+.,.,7.~51,9' I 15.09'+.709,3711~e.ss9 • ...,.,..

2.1o2.612,oo

-

20;5.000,00

493.80't,50 -

Recommitments
'!"OTAL

608.ooo,oo

z .. 1o2.612,oo 1 14.546.989,66

1.815 .. 27'9,99

HANDICAPPED

TOTAL

I

!

18.oao.oo

1

'

o,oo

'!"OTAL

o,oo.

-

I

!i

I

O,OOj

6o8.ooo,oo

12.53},;53

_

I

7.58'+.28?.~1
621.261f.,ooi

I

1.8}}.279,99 j 2.102.612,00

13 • .,S2,'+

621.-.oc!

727- ?8?,7

1.3}2.770,:!C!

1.089.1}4,?0

2:.10Z~612t00 1 17.638.567 .YJJ

-

21 -924,0C

I

15.857.80;5,531 158.5?4.183,48!

I

49J.B04,50j • 1 .844. 709,60/- 33.5'+0.656,89
r
J

!

-

10.295.1~4

-

146.?1"'f8'lt

I

'oo.no,JDj 10. 1'+8.lt1.2;50
77.3()1 ,6

i
I

o,aa

ri

I

o,oc

742.481,,

12.53:!133

77.,01.60

I

7Z9.9.1tB,oo

0,001 3.149.692,76

!

i

1'

o,oo

o,oo !

o,oo

o,oo 1"7.94}.873,60 f""·77,.85:!132

1:

o ,ooj "· 11t9 .692.

j.. 4.150-:44,00 t40.245:648., 1

I

732.i1t2,23!
..
•
1
17 .. 8?7.605,121 1~.01,.093,9~ 125.0:}3.526,59~

.. 423

I

i

I

,

_

146a711,,.a.!

!

1.089.1}4,?01

I

!

- 20}.ooo,oo

1

"'0.?2:0,0

I

2.241.48o, ?6

I

o,oo

l

811 .ooo,oo

I-

7.no.~,lo4!1
I

II

o,oo

!

21 .924,ool

732~8

=

i ,.,.414 ..906.pcl191.2}2.991f.,17

o,oo

I

''

I

approved I
appropria.tJ.ons
!
Reoommi tments
I
'OOTAL
1
Reallocate~

1

1}.-,82,~

12.5"'"

Initial approval
!
Reductions in agreed)
programmes
:1
Reallocated approved)
appropriations
Reoomi tments

programmes

(I)

.

"'·5"·"

Initi&l appt'Oval
Recluctiona in agreed 1

z.z41.z.8o,?6

I
[

oo,oo '

Ini tia.l approval
/
Reductions in agreed.,
progrSIIDl'IEIS
Reallocated approved ,
appropriations
Recommi ttnents
TOTAL

:- 4. 150.944,oi.-o.o86.1t03.05

I

oo,ooj

approved)!
appropriations
I
Reoommi tments
'!"OTAL

l1NllEllT.AKINGS

o,oo I 47.565.852,00~:l0.586.~.99

1}.2'+9.999,??1 115.495.-.751

_j_

TOTAL

NITED KINGDOM

?32.8!t-2,23

i
1

TECHNICAL PROGRE3 Initial approval
Reductions in agreed,/

~~~=~=d

m:DE'RLAND

I

1.8'+4.709,60/-3J.yj~.!l'o'>·9'

appropriations

·unit ; u.a.

.
1

o,oo

I
-

o,OO! 4,.792.929,60

Decisiona of a.pprov~ taken in 1974 and 1975 by drawing on the oomm.i-tment antbori:l.iationa entenl'd i.nto the budget for the two financial years,
plus the commiWI.ents\ oorreaponding to the first tran~he of Commission approvals decided in 1976.

1

732.842,2'

~05.Z61.o47,Z3

Jml IDROPEAN SOCIAL RlNJl
Article 4 {of the Co-oilcil Decision of 1.2.1971)

ANNEX 3 - Table 10.

3u.mm.ary statement of levies on commitment authorizations entered into the budgets for the financial years 1975 and 1976 Ul'lder the financial year 1977

to finance operations receiving aid from the EUropean Social Fund

Breakdo'Wl'l by beneficiary Member States and by interventions sector
Compensation between amounts initially approv.,d and committed and those approved after amendment of the programmes preflented by the Member States
INTERVENTION

sECTOR

-1:
1

BUDGETARY

TREATMENT

BELGIQUE

Initial approval
Reduction in agreed

AGRICULTURE

14o.ooo 1 __

programmes

Reallocated approved

I

=~~:~!:!!~~s

lj

I

FRAI
Do::SCHJ~tCE

DANMAHK

_

I

-

..

'

-

1 3.149.970,,,

I

-

TI:XTILE

I --

Initial approval

Reductions in agraed ,
programmes
!
Reallocated approved II
..a.ppropriations
Recomm.i tments
TOTAL

-l

-

1.()95.890,84

5.45}.250 1 1.2

9.839.111,07

:58.499,82

-2.4?9.25,,06

2.517.752,86

-

1.os7 .. 391,oz

_

Initial approval

_

1

,
I
...,.

I

I

I

programmes

i

1

!

3-27}. 74~ ,02

!

-1.058.970,62

I

}54.89"+,07

2.,214.77},40

I

I
1

1

I

i

''

}54.100,--i
11.620,--

i

144.,611 ,.it8

I
I

244.572,11

j
144.611,46
1.108.720,--J

Reduct1ons 1.n agreed I
programmes
•
Rejl.lloc!'te</. approvedJ
appropnatJ.ons
Reoommi tmenta
i

1
I

I

'

:
1.1o8.no,--!

f

_

-

553.:>49,46 :

I

144.6
144.611,48

,

11•-.'·,,4P

1·

244.572,11

I

•

_

I

.~-:"-94.542,22

•

'

-

z.917.2 ....

I

0,,5,

•

• "''

1

-

1I

II

·

2.849.5}5,68

1

.
2. }8}.527 '1.2J

j-' •

1

f

6S.204,97

2.,8,.527,12:

: 3.J94.54.t:,22j 4.o14.740,79l10.986.,oJ,81!-!
097 470 -4-4 _ 2 4'19 25' o6i

!

, .087. }19 ,86

553· :>49 ,46 :

i

I

1.067.}19 ,86

!

I
!

1

!

2.8~~.28},07

i

I

TOTAl.

7.,}21.358,19

1

I

TOTAL
Initi~ app~oval

-

-

I

1.859.;79,}} I

I

Reallocated approved I
appropriations
1
Recommi tmente
TOTAL

TOTAL

2.,844.283,07

I

I

!

!

I

Initial approval
j
Reductions in agreed f

.!!I GRANTS

NITED KINGDOM

(,:

1.058.:70,62

354.100,-- i

1

1

-

354.894,07

r

in agreed~
Reallocated approved
appropriations
Recommi tmenta
.

toTAL

!

2.9n.997,o6

I 2.241.283,0?
I
~

j

TOTAL

~~~~~=

NEDERLAND

2.24, .za, ,07

Initial approval
R~~c~~= in a,veed~
~e~ocated approved
appropr1 at ions
Recommitments

l!ANDICAPPED

LUX~BCITRG

I

j

1 2.918.849,95

l

YOU'l1H

1

}.149.970 1 11

603~000;

i

TOTAL

:

•

Initial approv_a:f_Reduction in qreed
1
programmes
R.eallocated approved'!
a.ppropri at i one
•
Recommitments
I

AGRICULTURE 1r
TEXTILE

j

ITALIA

---~+

...

'roTAL

Unit : u.a.

.
IRELAND

-

-

I

65.;04,9?

65.201+,97 l
-

i
'

I

2.849.5}5,68
1?9.fi?0,40

65.20'+,97

I
1
I

j

l 19.893.99,,70
}.5?6 .. 72,,50

1

1

-

i

119.87o,.~to

116.,11 ...no,2o

-+--------~--------+-------~r-------~---------4--------~-------(I) Including t:he f'irst tranche for 1976 r:f approvals decided by the Commission.

Iilli IDROPEAN SOCIAL RJND
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ANNEX 3- Table 11

Summary statement of levies on oommi tment authorizations entered into the budt!<>ts for the financial years in75 and 1976 under the financial year 1977
to finance operations receiving aid from the European Social Fund
Breakdown by beneficiary Member States and by intervention sector
Compensation between amounts initially approved and committed and those approved ai'ter amendment of the programmes presented by the Member States

I

IHTERVEN'i'fON
SEC'!'OR

1. BELGIQUE

BO'DGETARY

~-----------+ TREA~
/ Initial approval

REGIONS

DEUTSCHLAND

DANMARK

22}.000,00

~82.910,51

15.666,67

1-

programllleB

TEC!!NICAL
PROGRESS

ITALIA

I ~-570.082,40
-

391.899,81

NEDT.RLANll

lii'I'Ell IITIICIDOII

!

appropriations
Reoommi tments

22}.000,00

15.666,67

Initial approval
Reductions in agreed
programmes
Reallocated approve~
1
i appropriations

}39.856,201- 6.528.1~,.~2

}8?.482,4o 1- 5.4o8.911,01

~82.910,51

14.020.}94,8?

~.182.600,00

I 32.935-242,39

I'

00,00

1.44}.939,44

41.448,00

9-007.}30,10

!

16~.945,051·

Recommitments

1.44 }.9}9 ,44

Q0 9 00

I
Initial approval
Reductions in a.greei
programmes .
TOTAL

41.448,00

iI
8.838.38,,05 ;

.J.
345,60

TOTAL

~------i-------ir-------+----~- 149.325,20 152.19?.432,86

1}8.344.153,lo0

1

1JN])ERT AKINGS

LUX~BOURG

I

I

Reallocated approved

I TOTAL

IRELAND

,~.412.294,68

I Reductions in agreed,
i

FRANCE

Unit : u.a.

i

6}.616,00

J.&oo;l.469 ,ooj ~5.669 .263,"

I

I

Ii
I

1

l

I
I

.26o..a<to.ooj 10• ~..,.,.,.54

_

I _ 168.945,05

26o.~o,ooj10.583.812,~

o,oo

6}.961,6o

o,oo

6}.961 ,6o

'

Reallocated approve4
appropria1>1ons
Recoiilmi tmen t a

345,60:

TOTAL

Ini tia.l approval
Reductions in agree
programmes
Reallocated approve
appropriations

HANDICAPPED

Recommitments

Initial approval

223.000,00

I

~976

I

482.910,51 ;

15.666,67

482.910,51

15.666,67

i

of approvals decided 'by the Commfeaion.

I

l

59-5?6,ooj

'

I
·
I
4.611.876,00147.4?4.6?5,,0 ;

5.86}.869,9~

I
I

s.4?1.9?o,,J

'I

I

}87.482,40'- 5.577.856,06

: I :

I

I

I

7.635,6~

.

I

-

1

391.899,8~-

I

i

1

-

;

22}.000,00

TOTAL

~

59-5?6,00

'

i

o,oo

Reductions in agreed
progra.mm.es
Reallocated approved
appropria:tions
1
Reoommi tment a

(I)Including the first tranche for

7.6}5,86:

l

TO'UL
TOTAL

!

o,oo

6}.616,o8~·.

:

i

4.224.393,6oi41.B96.819,"

.

I
I

I

•I

'Ii
:t·

il
II

67.211,86

Ii

I

67.211,86

4.4o9-365,20
-

1

I

339- ~56 ,20 -

63.081.}6,,86
6.69?-~ ...7

- I - .

4.069-509,00.

56.}8~.269.39

ANNEX 4

uriLIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN SOCIAL FUND
FOR THE PERIOD 1972 - 30 JUNE 1976
UNIT: m.u .. a. 2 decimals
Budgetary
year
1972

Fmal budgeChapters tary appropriations (l)
50
51

~

1973

50
51

~

1974

50
51

~

1975

50
51

1976

1~~·22

316.06

50
51

170.00
270,00
440.00
240.00
300.00

50
51

~

pjb
~~1

47.44
209.11 ~9)
10)
226·22
131.06 ( 11)
245.00

TOTAL

~

1977 (4)

7.)0
30.44
~
35.59
157.96

2~0.00

Amounts

Payments
made

coror~)ted

0
27.89

25,31
1~6.7~
l..1.:Q_

0
24.22
24.22
16.31
135.18
121-49

47.03
207.55

26.39
124.68

ll:.22

22~·28

Balance
(3)
0
0
0
9.00
21.59

~

~6~
6

ill.:.Ql 6

129.89
241.94

24.28
1~.37
3 .65

58.33
205.26
263.22
16.32
56.38
12.10

0.73
0
0.73
0
0

311.8~

~ ~~

_o_

~6~
6
6

20.64
82.87
103.21
105,61
227.57

~~~.18

57.60
205.26
262.86
16.32
56.38

12·10

(l) Final appropriations, i.e., initial budget plus supplementary appropriations
( 2)

( 3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

( 7)
( 8)
( 9)

g~~

obtained by the transfer or non-automatic or reduced carry-over of appropriations
transferred to another chapter.
These amounts include commitments made on the basis of agreements decided by
the Commission and appropriations re-entered into the budget to cover expenditure
on payments made which correspond to appropriations carried forward and no longer
valid.
The amounts in this column are the arithmetical difference between commitments
and payments made at 30 June 1976. In fact, this arithmetical difference only
partly constitutes the balance, in view of the large gap between commitments
and requests for payment. Thus, for the financial year l9.73t the amounts actually
remaining available for commitment should not exceed 15 %o1· the amount of
30.59 m.u.a. shown in the table.
Estimates - Source: Draft budget of the European Communities for the financial
year 1977 •
Levy on commitment authorizations entered into the budget for the financial
years 1975 and 1976, i.e., situation at 31 December 1975 plus the first 1976
tranche of approvals decided by the Commission in April 1976.
Including payments corresponding to commitments made in previous financial years,
whose appropriations are no longer valid.
Initial appropriation 1973: 6d.bO mua + 7·50 mua from appropriations of the
financial year 1972 carried forward- 40.71 mua of appropriations in Chapter 50
transferred to Chapter 51.
Initial appropriation 1972: 35.00 mua - 4.56 mua carried forward to 1973·
1973: 153·40 mua + 4.56 mua carried forward from 1972·
Initial appropriation 1974: 98.80 mua - 51.36 mua carried forward and
transferred to other Chapters.
Initial app~iation 1974: 168.40 mua + 40.71 mua transferred from Chapter 50.
Initial appropriation 1975~ 110.00 mua + 21.06 mua carried forward from the
financial year 1974·

.Annex

LISTE OF PREPARATORY STUDIES AND PILOT SCHEMES
COMMITTED FOR

1975

==============================================
17/75

m'

Analysis of adult behaviour towards
occupational and social problems
and an attempt to find solutions

Stiftung Rehabilitation
Heidelberg

27/75 EP

Third instalment of an experimental
training programme for instructororganizers in community development
in rural areas

Muintir ma Tire
Ireland

38/75 EP

Incorporation of the teaching of
science subjects into vocational
training courses in the industrial
sector (2nd phase)

Ente Nazionale ACLI
per l'Istruzione
Professionale (ENAIP)
Rome

53/75

Research project on women aged
over 35 wishing to return to the
labour market

Association
"Retravailler"
Mme Sullerot

54/75 ET

Study preparatory to action by
the European Social Fund on
behalf of certain geographj.c
sectors in Brittany

~sociation pour le
Developpement de la
Promotion Sociale en
Bretagne (ADPSB)

55/75

ET

Study days preparatory to action
by the European Social Fund on
behalf of migrants

Federazione Unitaria
CIGL, CISL, UIL

56/75

ET

Evaluation of training financed
by the Social Fund

57/75

ET

Advisory group on the effectivness of Social Fund aids

ET

5

- 2-

58/75

ET

Stud;y of the training needs
of unemployed persons coming
within the Enterprise Ulster
scheme

Enterprise Ulster

60/75

ET

National survey of vocational
training in the United Kingdom

Training Services
Agency (London)

62/75

ET

Aid to training in the
European Community

IPROFOP (Paris)

63/75

ET

Training of instructors in
industry

Institut pour le
neveloppement de la
Formation Professionnelle
des Travailleurs (ISFOL)

64/75 EP

Training workers in the use of
laser as cutting tolls

Centre de Cooperation
Techniqu.e et Pedagogique
(Seraing)

65/75 EP

Training of instructors for
handicapped adults

Centre de Readaptation
de Mulhouse
Association pour la
Formation Professionnelle
des Adultes (Montreuil)

66/75 EP

The preparation and validation
of a training programme
designed to improve the
abilities of.persons responsible
for industrial, training, and
social developments in
W. Ireland.

Institute of Public
Administration
(Dublin)

- 3 -

68/75 EP

The development and carrying
our of an experimental training
course for unemployed training
officers

The Training
Services Agency, London

69/75 EP

Training of social workers

IRESS, Bologna

Annex 6

LIST OF PREPARATORY STUDIES AND PILOT
SCHEMES COMPLITED ON 1975

30/74 El'

Stu~ of the socio-economic and
occupational integration needs of
migrants

Centre d'Etudes des
Problemes de Population
Active et d'Investissement en Ressources
Humaines (c.E.P.P.A.c.)
Bruxelles

31/74

Er

Multi-purpose training for the
meat industries in Brittany

Association pour le
Developpement de la
Promotion Sociale en
Bretagne (A.D.P.S.B.)
Renne a

33/74

Er

Setting up of machinery to measure
the efficiency of occupational
training schemes subsidised by the
Social Fund

37/74 EP

Occupational and social resettlement of young mentally handicapped
adults

Rencontres Europeennes"
Gratte (Belgique)
"Chantier Europeen de
Jeunes a Gratte 11 (France)
11
Kortman-Stichting
Gratte" (Pays-Bas)
11

a

- 2 -

39/74 Er

Evaluation stu~ into the potential
contribution of training staff to
minimise employement disequilibrium
in the computer field and the means
of achieving it

Institute of Personnel
Management - Londres

41/74 EP

A training programme for Management
Development Advisers

Department of
Employment - Londres

42/74

Scheme for the training of migrants
to facilitate their integration
into the British textile sector

The Cotton and Allied
Textile Industry
Training Board Manchester

43/74 EP

Polyvalent training programme for
highly-skilled divers

Training Service
Agency (organe du
Manpower Services
Commission)
Londres

44/74 Er

Stu~ preparatory to the experimenInstitut Europeen
tation of an 11 integrated programme 11
Interuniversitaire
going from the preparation to the
de l'Action Sociale,
organisation of the return of a group Marcinelle
of Italian migrants to their region
of origin

45/74 Er

Stu~ preparatory to an operation
in which the European Social Fund
will be asked to intervene
(spipyard / declining regions)

Campbeltown
Shipyard Ltd.
Nord d'Ecosse

46/74
47/74

Training of teaching staff and social workers for immigrant workers
and their children

IRFED - Paris

48/74 Er

Stocking and tights industry Within
the E&:

Soc. Capelin, Geneve

49/74 EP

Training programme for bilingual
instructers - organizers
(italien- german)

EP

El'
El'

52/74 EP

The preparation and validation of a
programme of versatility training
for persons experienting difficulties in retraining stable employment

I.F.O.LoM.
Rome
ANCO - Dublin

